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Abstract
The first recorded interpretation of the Hawkesbury Sandstone was given by Charles Darwin (1844), with
his mention of the prominent cross-bedding. However it wasn’t until Conolly (1969) and Conolly and Ferm
(1971) that a solid depositional environment was suggested. This was superseded by the now firmly
established fluvial braided river deposition model by Conaghan and Jones (1975), based on
interpretations of the cross-bedding within the Hawkesbury Sandstone particularly the large scale crossbeds and confluences (Ashley and Duncan 1977). Given the long-standing assumption that the Sydney
Basin’s Hawkesbury Sandstone represents a large braided river system, there is an obvious interest to
explore its architecture from an academic view point. The geotechnical need to understand the properties
of the main bedrock unit that the city of Sydney is built on, makes this a necessity.
Geological mapping and modelling is a key and intrinsic part of all geological understanding and has
evolved throughout the ages. The development of comprehensive 3D modelling and its application is set
to revolutionise the geological field. Photogrammetric derived point clouds stand as a midway point for
scale application between the small scaled terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) and extremely large scaled
light detection and ranging (LiDAR) methods, positioning photogrammetry most ideal suited method for
the data capture of a large laterally extensive study site.
The primary aim of this study was to establish a best suited methodology to create a robust
representation of a large lateral site which was otherwise inaccessible. The second aim was to produces
a series of facie maps highlighting the key internal fluvial features and depositional elements of the
Hawkesbury Sandstone braided river system. The application of digital photogrammetric mapping of the
inaccessible cliffs between Bundeena and Wattamolla, for the purpose of facies mapping, can be
concluded as a resounding success, within the resource limitations of this study. From this study it can
also be speculated that a much wider range of channel thickness are present than previously thought
within the Hawkesbury Sandstone, eluding to more dynamic braid bars and channels within the braided
river depositional system. It would not be recommended to use a similar photogrammetric technique as
the sole source of data for interpretations within any study as of yet without field confirmations; however
it provides an accuracy of measurements acceptable for interpretive needs.
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Abstract
The first recorded interpretation of the Hawkesbury Sandstone was given by Charles Darwin
(1844), with his mention of the prominent cross-bedding. However it wasn’t until Conolly
(1969) and Conolly and Ferm (1971) that a solid depositional environment was suggested.
This was superseded by the now firmly established fluvial braided river deposition model by
Conaghan and Jones (1975), based on interpretations of the cross-bedding within the
Hawkesbury Sandstone particularly the large scale cross-beds and confluences (Ashley and
Duncan 1977). Given the long-standing assumption that the Sydney Basin’s Hawkesbury
Sandstone represents a large braided river system, there is an obvious interest to explore its
architecture from an academic view point. The geotechnical need to understand the properties
of the main bedrock unit that the city of Sydney is built on, makes this a necessity.
Geological mapping and modelling is a key and intrinsic part of all geological understanding
and has evolved throughout the ages. The development of comprehensive 3D modelling and
its application is set to revolutionise the geological field. Photogrammetric derived point
clouds stand as a midway point for scale application between the small scaled terrestrial laser
scanning (TLS) and exremely large scaled light detection and ranging (LiDAR) methods,
positioning photogrammetry most ideal suited method for the data capture of a large laterally
extensive study site.
The primary aim of this study was to establish a best suited methodology to create a robust
representation of a large lateral site which was otherwise inaccessible. The second aim was to
produces a series of facie maps highlighting the key internal fluvial features and depositional
elements of the Hawkesbury Sandstone braided river system. The application of digital
photogrammetric mapping of the inaccessible cliffs between Bundeena and Wattamolla, for
the purpose of facies mapping, can be concluded as a resounding success, within the resource
limitations of this study. From this study it can also be speculated that a much wider range of
channel thickness are present than previously thought within the Hawkesbury Sandstone,
eluding to more dynamic braid bars and channels within the braided river depositional system.
It would not be recommended to use a similar photogrammetric technique as the sole source
of data for interpretations within any study as of yet without field confirmations; however it
provides an accuracy of measurements acceptable for interpretive needs.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Study Context
During the past decade, advances in close-range survey and sensor technology have created
new opportunities to investigate a variety of features such as geological outcrops, which were
previously inaccessible. Close-range refers to a camera or scanner distance of up to 300 m
(Wolf et al. 2014). Softcopy (digital) generated virtual outcrops by laser scanning or digital
stereo-photogrammetry have generated previously unheard of opportunities to share data and
information at alarming rates (Armesto et al. 2009, Gessner et al. 2009, Sturzenegger and
Stead 2009, 2009, Tavani et al. 2014, Ramakrishnan and Bharti 2015). The adoption of
geospatial technologies has caused a profound increase in the dimensionality of outcrop data
sets used in geology, geomorphology, geotechnical and more broadly in the science,
engineering and archaeology fields. Traditional cross-section models and planar outcrop
sketches have been replaced by fully 3D point clouds and surface models. These
revolutionary changes in the power and ability that these geospatial technologies possess to
develop outcrop maps challenging, particularly by the high hardware and facility costs,
compounded by lengthy or expensive data acquisition and processing. These factors have
compounded on one another to reduce the extant and frequency, that these studies have been
able to be completed to date (Javernick et al. 2014).
Advances in image analyses and graphical design have led to the development of new digital
photogrammetric approaches, to digital modelling. These advances have allowed fully
automated production of high resolution models, from low cost consumer grade cameras
(Javernick et al. 2014, Haukebø 2015). This newly arising photogrammetric approach is
sometimes referred to as Structure From Motion or Multiview-stereo, and provides a midway
point between the alternative methods of aerial light detection and ranging (LiDAR) which
covers hundreds of square kilometres and terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) which covers only
a few hundred metres, whereas digital photogrammetry can be applied to study sites in the
range of several kilometres (James and Robson 2012, McQuillan 2013, Javernick et al. 2014).
Close-range remote sensing methods have already been recognized for having massive
potential as mapping tools to describe the morphology of natural and engineered rock slops in
3D (Haneberg et al. 2006). Some of these advantages are highlighted as being the ability to
survey inaccessible steep and high rock faces, reducing the risk for workers by allowing
surveying to be undertaken in a remote safe location, and to enable the creation of a
permanent record of the outcrops condition at a specific time (Sturzenegger and Stead 2009,
2009).The use of digital photogrammetry in outcrop analysis has been used to a limited
extent in the past, however, recent developments in computer performance and increased high
quality consumer grade digital photographic equipment, have stimulated advances in
photogrammetric software, allowing the rapid construction of 3D models. Consequently, it
has become much more widely available to non-photogrammetric professionals, and is
finding widespread application in all geological fields (Sturzenegger and Stead 2009,
Javernick et al. 2014, Tavani et al. 2014, Frankl et al. 2015)
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Given the long-standing assumption that the Sydney Basin’s Hawkesbury Sandstone
represents a large braided river system, there is an obvious interest to explore its architecture
from an academic view point. The geotechnical need to understand the properties of the main
bedrock unit that the city of Sydney is built on, makes this a necessity. This study looks to
extend the work conducted by Miall and Jones (2003) by applying these new digital
photogrammetric techniques to model and map facie elements of the Hawkesbury Sandstone,
which are representative of the central part of Hawkesbury depositional system. The focus of
the study is split between testing the suitability of these new modelling techniques for such a
site; whilst also verifying the estimated magnitude of river elements by Miall and Jones (2003)
and creating a record of key structural components.

1.2 Aim
The aim of this study was to establish the best suited methodology for creating a 3D
photogrammetry-based model of a large, laterally extensive site, with difficult, dangerous or
expensive to access areas. This will then allow interpretations and measurements to be
extracted from these remote and difficult to access areas. The next stage of the study is to
apply this newly developed method, too safely and cost effectively, create a facies map of
selected outcrops within the Hawkesbury Sandstone cliffs, located within the Royal National
Park, Sydney.

1.3 Study Site
The study area of this investigation is located south-east of metropolitan Sydney along the
coast line of the Royal National Park. The main study area stretches from Bundeena to the
southern portion of the headland south of Wattamolla (Figure 1.1) at Curracurrong. A control
site, locally known as Cobblers, was selected from within the greater site (Figure 1.1). This
control site had relatively easy access, allowing repeated visits during the testing and
developing of the methodology. Throughout the study area, the Hawkesbury Sandstone
almost continuously outcrops along the coast line and, because of the high coastal winds and
wave action, remains mostly unweathered due to the constant removal of exposed material.
These factors made the site an ideal study location.
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Figure 1.1. Royal National Park, Sydney, NSW, Australia. Site location and insert of the control site Cobblers
(Google Earth 2016).

1.4 Thesis outline
The research undertaken in this study is presented in several chapters. Chapter 2 is a literature
review on relevant topics for both aspects of geology and remote modelling. This is done by
examining the regional geology and the main geological unit within the study site, the
Hawkesbury Sandstone. The key concepts such as the geological interpretive features of
fluvial systems, geological mapping, three dimensional modelling and data formatting are
also explored. Chapters 3 and 4 cover what is considered the main issue addressed within this
study, the development and adoption of the methodology respectively. These chapters detail
the trial runs of the method development as well as the concluded best suited methodology.
Chapter 5 presents the results of the study in the form of the best suited methodology
workflow and annotated facie outcrop maps. Chapter 6 is a discussion of both the results and
the methodology. Chapter 7 draws conclusions on key outcomes of the study and provides
recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review
2.1 Geological Context
2.1.1 The Sydney Basin
The Sydney Basin rests uncomfortably on the lower and middle Palaeozoic rocks of the
Lachlan Fold Belt to the south and west and the Carboniferous rocks of the New England
Fold Belt to the northeast. It contains around 4800 m of sedimentary stratigraphic units, of
Permian and Triassic age (Mayne et al. 1974, Zaid and Al Gahtani 2015). Within the Sydney
Basin there are several groups and associated subgroups, all of which broadly show some
association with flucuating marine transgressions and regressions (Mayne et al. 1974). Figure
2.2 shows the stratigraphy of the Sydney Basin, and highlights differences between various
regions. The study site would be regarded as being part of the Southern Sydney Basin (Figure
2.2).
The Hawkesbury Sandstone is the largest outcropping layer of the Sydney Basin making up
close to 50% of all outcrops within the Sydney Basin as shown by Figure 2.1(Mayne et al.
1974, Conaghan and Jones 1975). Due to its large outcrop in such a populous region of
Australia, the Hawkesbury Sandstone plays a major role in construction, erosional stability,
structural controls of fluvial systems and reservoir capacities, which generates a valuable
ground water resource for the Sydney metropolitan area (Rust and Jones 1987, Haworth 2003,
Miall and Jones 2003). This creates a keen interest in the acquisition of a comprehensive
understanding of its structure and a resulting high value area of study.

Figure 2.1. A) Location map showing distribution of Hawkesbury Sandstone in Sydney Basin. B) Locations along
coast between Bundeena and Garie (Rust and Jones 1987). Control site highlighted.
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Figure 2.2. Stratigraphy of Sydney Basin (NSW Government - Department of Industry 2015).

2.2 Hawkesbury Sandstone
2.2.1 Current Knowledge/understanding
Previous studies have been undertaken on the Hawkesbury Sandstone. Many of these studies
are concerned with facies analyses and the interpretation of its sedimentary and internal
structures (Geophoto Resources Consultants 1967, Conolly 1969, Conolly and Ferm 1971,
Conaghan and Jones 1975, Ashley and Duncan 1977, Jones and Rust 1983, Rust and Jones
1987, Miall and Jones 2003, Miall 2006, Och et al. 2009) as well as petrological and
depositional focused studies (Zaid and Al Gahtani 2015).Other theses have also investigated
the area with Griffith (1986) focusing on structure and Al Gahtani (2012) focusing on
petrology.
The first recorded interpretation of the Hawkesbury Sandstone was given by Charles Darwin
(1844), with his mention of the prominent cross-bedding. However it wasn’t until Conolly
(1969) and Conolly and Ferm (1971) that a solid depositional environment was suggested.
They proposed that the Hawkesbury Sandstone was a deposit of a shallow marine
5

barrier/tidal delta system. This interpretation is primarily based on the grading of
conglomerates into levee/lacustrine siltstones and back-swamp coal beds. Conolly (1969) and
Conolly and Ferm (1971) concluded that the depositional environment was made up of a
marine shelf and delta front which they further supported by recording that it contained
abundant fauna, comprising of pelecypod, brachiopods and bryozoans (Conolly and Ferm
1971). Subsequently, this model has suffered significantly from the observations of a regional
unidirectional palaeocurrent which is inconsistent with a marine circulation system. This is
compounded with the inconsistent palaeocurrents found within the mudstone assemblages of
the Hawkesbury Sandstone that would be expected to occur within a tidal environment such
as a delta (Standard 1964, 1969, Rust and Jones 1987).
The next interpretation was by Conaghan and Jones (1975) which proposed a braided fluvial
or low sinuosity fluvial system. This was disputed by Ashley and Duncan (1977), who argue
that the interpretation of Conaghan and Jones (1975) is based on bedforms, and that the
hydrodynamics of bedforms is poorly understood and that no lunate sandwaves have ever
been identified in a modern setting. Ashley and Duncan (1977) then proposed an alternative
depositional system of aeolian deposition within a coastal barrier system. However, this is
subjected to the same criticism as applied on the interpretations of Conolly (1969) and
Conolly and Ferm (1971), namely that although both tidal deltas and marine barriers may
deposit strata with unidirectional palaeocurrents locally, such a palaeocurrent pattern could
not be achieved throughout a whole basin (Potter and Pettijohn 1963, Rust and Jones 1987,
Knighton 1998).
Conaghan and Jones (1975) depositional model is based on interpretations of the crossbedding within the Hawkesbury Sandstone and draws attention to the occurrence of large
scale cross-beds (Ashley and Duncan 1977). These large scale cross-beds were compared
with those found by Coleman (1969) in the Brahmaputra River in Bangladesh (Thorne et al.
1993). The remainder of the case which they make is dependent on unidirectional palaeoflow
within the sandstone, freshwater biota, and abundant mudstone intraclasts which all indicate
fluvial deposition. Conaghan and Jones (1975) then proceeded to combine this with the crossbedding interpretations, low palaeocurrent variance, abundant erosion surfaces, and the
limited amounts of in-situ mudstone to conclude that the most probable depositional
environment was that of a braided fluvial system (Conaghan and Jones 1975). This was later
expanded on by Rust and Jones (1987) in support of the braided river theory with six key
points. The scarcity of overbank deposits, evidence for channel switching, channelabandonment sequences, lag conglomerates overlying erosional surfaces at the base of typical
fluvial sequences, semi-cylindrical transverse scars up to 11 m deep infilled by massive
sandstone, mud clasts and strata attributed to the migration of large sinuous bedforms created
at flood stage within channels.
The model of Conaghan and Jones (1975) has now begun to become widely accepted
throughout the field and is the favoured model of deposition. Further evidence for this model
has progressively increased as more studies have been undertaken. The clear-cut
interpretation that the Hawkesbury Sandstone is a braided river does not conform completely
with existing models for braided fluvial deposits. Due to its highly variable discharge it most
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probably had a slightly different river form between its high flow and low flow regimes much
like the modern day Brahmaputra River (Coleman 1969, Conaghan and Jones 1975, Miall
and Jones 2003, Zaid and Al Gahtani 2015).
The more recent studies from the 1990’s to present, have focused more on the petrological
and hydrological aspects of the Hawkesbury Sandstone due to the increase in consensus
supporting the model of braided river deposition (Liu et al. 1996, Al Gahtani 2012, 2013,
Zaid and Al Gahtani 2015) and the more accurate modelling of structural features both at the
surface and of the deeper basis related structures (Danis 2012).
2.2.2 Petrology
The Hawkesbury Sandstone is white to yellow/brown in colour, with occasional iron
concentrations (Hunt et al. 1977). It is Triassic in age and consists of a 20:1 ratio of
sandstone to mud with a thickness that varies between 30-60 m at the margins, to 210-290 m
in the centre of the basin (Mayne et al. 1974). The mudstone contains freshwater biota and is
often found as intraclasts within the sandstone (Rust and Jones 1987, Hutton et al. 2006, Zaid
and Al Gahtani 2015). The sandstone is predominately a quartz arenite with sublithic arenite,
siliceous and partly calcareous. Petrographic and geochemical data from Zaid and Al Gahtani
(2015) suggest that the Hawkesbury Sandstone is derived from the craton interior to
quartzose recycled sedimentary rocks when plotted on QtFL and QmFLt ternary diagrams
after Dickinson et al. (1983). The sandstone has a very low feldspar count indicating
extensive weathering and recycling from a distant source (Zaid and Al Gahtani 2015). The
overall porosity ranges between 5-20%, although permeability heterogeneity is closely
related to the specific facie type as defined by its sedimentary structure (Liu et al. 1996).
High permeability can be found within low-angled cross-stratified and crudely stratified
coarse grained facies, as well as in large scale planar or tabular cross stratified, medium to
coarse grained facies, whereas low permeability corresponded with small scale trough to
planar or tabular cross stratified and fine to medium grained facies. Mudstone clasts and
lenses cause extreme variabilities dependant on their continuity and ability to act as aquitards
(Liu et al. 1996).
2.2.3 Diagenesis
The diagenesis of the Hawkesbury Sandstone can be described in the three typical stages of
diagenesis; eogenesis, mesogenesis and telogenesis (Griffith 1986, Hutton et al. 2006).
Eogenesis can be seen as the compaction of clays and silica, and mesogenesis as the
cementation by kaolinite, illite, siderite, ankerite and silica in the form of quartz overgrowths.
Minor amounts of dolomite, chlorite, calcite and iron oxide are also present as cements. The
telogenesis modifications include dissolution of silica grains and carbonate cement increased
porosity and greatly affected the overall petrophysical properties of the sandstone (Al Gahtani
2012, Zaid and Al Gahtani 2015).
2.2.4 Provenance
Zaid and Al Gahtani (2015) established that the most likely source of the materials for the
Hawkesbury Sandstone is the cratonic Lachlan Orogen. The Lachlan Orogen also known as
the Lachlan Fold Belt (LFB) completely surrounds the Sydney Basin to the west and the
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south with the New England Fold Belt (NEFB) to the north (Cowan 1993, Veevers and
Powell 1994). This conclusion was made due to the nature of the information provided by its
petrology and diagenesis when plotted in tectonic discriminate function diagrams, indicating
a quartzose sedimentary provenance and a passive margin. Ternary diagrams after Dickinson
et al. (1983), indicated craton interior and recycled orogenic provenance. This agrees with the
previous theses by Al Gahtani (2012) and Griffith (1986). Although the source material of the
Hawkesbury Sandstone is widely agreed upon as from the LFB and partly the NEFB, the
final depositional environment of either a passive margin or back-arc basin is still debated.
Zaid and Al Gahtani (2015) suggest that the Hawkesbury Sandstone was deposited within a
passive continental margin of a syn-rift basin, whereas wider within the literature a back-arc
to foreland basin evolution is widely agreed upon for the Sydney-Bowen Basin, with westerly
delivery of recycled material to the Hawkesbury Sandstone (Fergusson 1991, Cowan 1993,
Veevers and Powell 1994, Sircombe 1999).
2.2.5 Internal structures
The Hawkesbury Sandstone contains a variety of structures and lithofacies types. Stratified
sandstone assemblages include pebbly sandstones, trough cross-beds, large scale planar
cross-bed sets, low angle cross-bedding, compound planar cross-beds, ripples and climbingripple cross-sets. Massive sandstone assemblages are structureless to faintly laminated
sandstone and fine-grained assemblages include mudstone, interlaminated mudstone,
laminated to rippled sandstone and rippled sandstone (Miall and Jones 2003, Hutton et al.
2006). Miall and Jones (2003) suggests a typical thickness of channel elements as between 18
and 22 m with widths in the range of > 300 to > 3200 m. Prior to this Rust and Jones (1987)
identify curved-planar cross-strata of up to 7.5 m thick, semi-cylindrical transverse scars up
to 11 m deep (maximum size 38 m) as bank collapse structures, channel sequences between
6-23 m and channel-abandonment sequences.
Memarian and Fergusson (2003) described fracture sets within the Sydney Basin between
Coal Cliff and Wollongong as having two main groups of three fracture sets. Mean
orientations of the first group can be seen to be trending at 010°, 043° and 128°. Mean
orientations of the second group can be seen to be trending at 024°, 097° and 167°. Group
one fractures are associated with the north-trending Camden Syncline, Hunter Valley
contraction structures and normal faulting, respectively. Group two fractures are associated
with late in situ stress of the Eastern Australia passive margin development (Mauger et al.
1984, Scheibner 1998, Memarian and Fergusson 2003). These fracture patterns could be seen
as representative for the Sydney Basin, particularly for the Southern Sydney Basin.
2.2.6 Stratigraphic relations
The Hawkesbury Sandstone as mentioned above is a single group within the Sydney Basin.
To fully understand the Hawkesbury Sandstone both the underlying and overburden units
must also be considered. These are the conformable early and middle Triassic layers of the
Narrabeen Group and Wianamatta Group respectively, as shown in Figure 2.2 (Mayne et al.
1974).
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The underlying Narrabeen Group consists of two subgroups. The Gosford Subgroup which is
further divided into the Newport and Garie Formations and the Clifton Subgroup, which is
further divided into the Bald Hill Claystone, Bulgo Sandstone, Stanwell Park Claystone,
Scarborough Sandstone, Wombarra Claystone and Coal Cliff Sandstone. A general trend of
increasing quartz material and a decrease in lithic sandstone fragments can be seen as you
move up throught the stratigraphic succession. The Newport Formation is the contact point
between the Hawkesbury Sandstone and the Narrabeen Group, and shows similar
characteristics to the Hawkesbury Sandstone of sub-litharenite to quartzarenite material,
which has been derived from recycled quartzose and craton interior fields (Stroud et al. 1885,
Loughnan 1963, Al-Kahtany and Al Gahtani 2015).
The overlying Wianamatta Group is comprised of the Liverpool Subgroup which is then
divided into the Ashfield Shale and Mittagong Formation. The Mittagong Formation overlies
the Hawkesbury Sandstone and comprises interbedded shale laminite and medium-grained
quartz sandsone, whereas the Ashfield Shale is composed of laminated siltstone, lithic
sandstones and shales (Stroud et al. 1885).
These formations show that the deposition of the Hawkesbury Sandstone was neither a
sudden onset or end of deposition, but a gradual increase and decrease of quartz material.
This also supports the notion of conformability between the strata.
Alkali basalt and basanite dykes are also present through the Sydney Basin, with new
exposures still being found. However their genesis and their relationship to plate tectonic and
mantle activities is still not understood (Och et al. 2010).

2.3 Interpretation of Fluvial Systems
2.3.1 River Forms
Rivers have been classified into two set groups, low gradient channels and high gradient
channels. Low gradient channels account for most main channel rivers, whereas high gradient
channels either change into a low gradient downstream or become tributaries to low gradient
rivers. As a result low gradient rivers tend to be much larger than high gradient rivers, and
have a much higher width to depth ratio (Knighton 1998). Low gradient channels consist of
four main forms which include braided rivers, straight rivers, meandering river and
anastomosing rivers. In recent developments the distinguishing features between each of
these categories have been blurred, creating sub-groups within each category such as lowsinuosity braided rivers within the overarching braided river definition (Conaghan and Jones
1975). The difference between these river forms can be further blurred with the changing
between high and low flow regimes and the stability of the river under these conditions. High
gradient rivers produce features such as riffle-pool sequences, rapids, step-pools and cascades
(Knighton 1998). Rivers will also often progress from one form to another depending on the
changing variables such as gradient and sediment load in order to maintain equilibrium
(Knighton 1998). Being able to understand and identify between these river forms within
geological formations has key implications for groundwater resources, gas and oil exploration
as well as industries such as construction.
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2.3.2 Internal Facies Structures
Internal structures of facies provide information on their depositional environment. This
enables the determination of key information such as the palaeoflow regimes and flow
direction to be determined(Ashley 1990, Knighton 1998). As described by Lewis (1981) a
strong relationship between a flow regime and the resultant bedforms exists. This is shown in
Figure 2.3from Lewis (1981).

Figure 2.3. Flow regime and its relationships to bedforms and other characteristics (Lewis 1981).

Accretionary sedimentary bars are fundamental in channel development. They are present in
a variety of forms such as point bars in meandering rivers or as sand bars in braided rivers. A
sandbar of any variety is deposited within a channel when the energy levels within the
channel is less than that needed to support the transported sediment load, causing it to be
deposited (Lewis 1981, Knighton 1998). This may be localised to parts of the channel such as
a point bar, which is formed due to the lower flow velocity on the inside of a meander bend,
or may be channel wide causing multiple bars to develop such as in a braided river.
Overbank sequences are any deposit left by an overbank event, also known as a flood.
Overbank successions can make up different percentages of the overall deposit dependant on
the type of river, and thus can act as an indicator of the river form. Overbank material is
normal characterised by finer-grained sediments than those which occur in the main channel
such as muds over quartz sands (Knighton 1998).
2.3.3 Palaeocurrents
Palaeocurrent often referred to as the palaeoflow direction, is the establishment of the
depositional environments flow direction (Potter and Pettijohn 1963, Knighton 1998). This is
an important feature in determining whether deposition occurred in a marine or fluvial system.
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Depending on the local tectonics it may also suggest a region of provenance. A palaeocurrent
can be determined using a variety of physical properties such as the grain orientation, internal
bedding features and linear structures (Potter and Pettijohn 1963, Standard 1964, Conolly
1969, Standard 1969, Rust and Jones 1987, Knighton 1998, Miall and Jones 2003).
Grain orientation occurs due to a grain’s physical properties in a process known as
imbrication, shown in Figure 2.4. It may show crystallographic or dimensional orientation.
The final orientation of the grain can also be effected by its mode of transport whether
saltating, rolling or suspended within the water column which can result in the grains aligning
with the mean flow direction (Knighton 1998).

Figure 2.4. Imbrication of grains with flow direction.

Internal bedding structures are the primary way in which palaeocurrent can be determined.
Cross-bedding can be seen due to the preservation of dunes and ripples within lithified rocks.
These structures produce similar structures with the main difference being the scale of the
structures produced. This is a result of differing flow regimes (Potter and Pettijohn 1963,
Knighton 1998). Cross-beds are separated into two end members, tabular and trough crossbedding. Current direction in tabular bedding is the same as the dip direction and in trough
cross-bedding is parallel to the axis of the trough cross-bed. It is also possible to determine an
alternating palaeocurrent direction through structures such as symmetrical ripples (Potter and
Pettijohn 1963).
The final way of determining current direction is the presence of any linear structures such as
scour marks produced by the dragging of objects within the water column, e.g. a log, the
impact of saltating objects, rolling marks from bed load or current scour marks as flute casts,
current crescents and even entire channels (Knighton 1998, Miall and Jones 2003). All these
features will be parallel with flow direction. However it is important to note that fluvial
systems are complex and palaeocurrent readings will vary depending on the locality within
the system the reading was taken from, such as within a bend of a meandering river or in one
of the various channels of a braided river.
The analysis of palaeocurrents is commonly done by plotting current readings on rose
diagrams (Allen 1983, Jones and Rust 1983, Rust and Jones 1987) which enables the
interpretation of any dominate flow directions from all of the readings taken. Although this
can now be calculated very quickly using computerised spread sheets, rose diagrams are still
used in visual presentation.
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2.3.4 Chanel features and Identification
A river channel is a sedimentary fluvial facies, in which a differing depositional time and
environment between each channel can be established. There are many ways in which
varying channels can be identified. A slight change in lithology is the easiest to identify,
although often associated with a colour change, oxidation or reduction makes this unviable if
these weathering processes are not able to be negated (Potter and Pettijohn 1963, Lewis 1981,
Rust and Jones 1987). This can be seen in Figure 2.5 from Rust and Jones (1987). Other
features of identification include scour bases where it can be established one channel has cut
into the other, or overbank successions. The incorporation of rip-up clasts into overlying
channels is a strong indicator of a time difference between deposition, as these clast have
required enough time to at least partially lithify (Lewis 1981). Traditionally it has been very
hard to relate directional structures to the three dimensional shape of sand bodies (Potter and
Pettijohn 1963). This understanding has been vastly improved by flume experimentation
where sand structures have been able to be reconstructed and formation environment to be
noted. These experiments have not however adequately allowed the investigation and relation
between these structures and how they affect the overall channel unit over an extended spatial
distance. In order to establish this advanced facies modelling over such an extent would be
required.

A
B
C
Figure 2.5. Rust and Jones (1987) figure 15, Mud-filled abandoned channel sequence north of Cobblers (Royal
National Park). Note upward fining and thinning of contained strata. Foreground comprises small-scale sets of
planar cross-strata. Erosional base of channel complex, features gutters (arrowed) cut into top of mudstone. Scale = 2
m (white arrows). Additional labels highlighting the differing facies A, B and C have been added.

The most important aspect of channel analyses is the understanding gained from the contacts
between either conformable or unconformable units (Potter and Pettijohn 1963).
Unconformable contacts provide the most information since they represent the time gap
between depositions. Key information such as regional tilting can be interpreted, this can then
give rise to palaeo-slope or even palaeo-valley interpretations from the unconformity
erosional interval (Potter and Pettijohn 1963).
Features often associated in the identification of channel facies are most commonly
associated with the basal contact between a channel and its underlying association. This can
normally be seen by an erosional contact in the form of a scour base, which may contain
chutes, linear striations or drag marks, bank slumps and scour hollows. Features such as deep
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scour hollows may also indicate channel form, such as a confluence within a braided system
(Lewis 1981, Rust and Jones 1987, Miall and Jones 2003).
2.3.5 Braided river identification
Braided river deposits are characterised by a fan, blanket or prismatic unit that is usually less
than 6 metres thick with a low variance unimodal down slope palaeocurrent, as well as
coarse-grained pebbly sandstone which is poorly sorted and that may contain plant and bone
fossils with rare shells. Structurally it comprises a scoured base, conglomerate lenses, which
may show imbrication, flat and cross-bedded sandstone, few ripples and minor siltstone,
which may contain roots (Conolly and Ferm 1971, Smith 1972, Conaghan and Jones 1975,
Ashley and Duncan 1977, Lewis 1981, Jones and Rust 1983, Rust and Jones 1987, Knighton
1998, Miall and Jones 2003, Ashmore 2013).
2.3.6 Braided river deposition
To understand the geological record one must first look at a modern analogue to fully
understand the depositional environment. Figure 2.8 provides an example of both a modern
gravel (a) and gravel (b) braided river system. Within this Figure the internal structures such
as complex braid bars and abandoned channel areas can clearly been seen which are also
identifiable within deposits such as the Hawkesbury Sandstone or the Brahmaputra (locally
known as the Jamuna River). The dynamic variations in river width and depths present at
points of confluence can be seen in the DEM (Figure 2.7A) and bathymetric modelling
(Figure 2.7B) of Figure 2.7, representative of the areas outlined in Figure 2.6 (Ashmore 2013,
Javernick et al. 2014).

Figure 2.6. Figure 5 from Ashmore (2013), Main morphological elements of braided rivers for (a) gravel and (b) sand
bed. UB unit bar, CB complex braid bar, SC secondary channel, FP floodplain, and abandoned channel areas.
Rectangles outline confluence-bifurcation units.
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Figure 2.7. Figure 13 from Javernick et al. (2014), “Full reach A) detrended DEM, and B) bathymetric mapping”.
Demonstrates morphological deviations in modern analogue braided river systems, points of deep water depth in B)
highlight points of confluence.

Braided river facies dimensions can vary greatly dependant on the location within the braided
system as well as the overall size of the depositing river. Large scale braided systems such as
the Brahmaputra have been recorded to have scour depths of up to 50 m, with an average
channel depth of 12 m whereas the Hawkesbury Sandstone has been recorded to be a much
smaller braided system with scour hollows of only up to 20 m deep (Coleman 1969,
Conaghan and Jones 1975, Ashworth et al. 2000, Miall and Jones 2003).
Miall (1977) highlights several types of both modern and ancient deposition of braided river
systems as flood, channel fill, valley fill, channel re-occupation and point bar-cycles. This
was reclassified within Miall (1996), with a greater emphases between gravel-dominated,
sand-dominated high-sinuosity and sand-dominated low sinuosity rivers. The Hawkesbury
Sandstone falls into the category of a South Sashatchewan type, when inferred from data by
Rust and Jones (1987) and Miall and Jones (2003). The initial Donjek class of Miall (1977)
still provides a useful description of fining-upward cycles caused by lateral point-bar
accretion or vertical channel aggradation with deposition cycles commonly less than 3 m
thick but may be up to 60 m, with longitudinal and linguoid-bar deposits, channel-floor dune
deposits, bar-top and overbank deposits. However this now out of date classification system
did not differentiated between a gravel-dominated and sand-dominated braided system. The
South Sashatchewan type further refines the classification as a low to intermediate sinuosity
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sand-dominated intermediate to high braiding river. This classification further expands on
lithological aspects such as a high probability of minor fine constitutes (e.g. mudstones) and
internal structures such as downstream-accretion macroforms (DA), lateral-accretion deposits
(LA), sandy bedforms (SB) and flood plain fines (FF); (Miall 1996).
2.3.7 Meandering river identification
Meandering river deposits are characterised by sheet-like shoe-string sands in 2-30 m thick
units with a unimodal palaeocurrent direction with a high variance. They typically consist of
coarse to fine-grained silty sandstones, shales and coal, as well as plant and bone material
with rare shell and root fossils. Scoured bases, flat and cross-bedded channel sequences
which are fining-upward and upward decreasing in set size, overlaid by levee deposits, thick
floodplain mudstones and point bar formations are structurally typical of meandering river
deposits (Lewis 1981, Knighton 1998).
2.3.8 Straight river identification
A straight river is a river in equilibrium without deposition, this means that it is very hard to
identify and often is either very poorly preserved in the geological record as riffle and deep
pool structures or may not be preserved at all (Coleman 1969, Knighton 1998).
2.3.9 Anastomosing river identification
Anastomosing rivers are comprised of multiple interconnected low depth channels that are
separated by stable alluvial islands which then separate flows at bank full discharge. The
multiple channels are much larger than in braided rivers and often display flow regimes
independent of one another. Geological anastomosing river deposits show a regional
unimodal palaeocurrent with a very high variance and will contain high degrees of fossilised
plant material, high percentages of silt and clay, and a low gradient and sinuosity (Knighton
1998).

2.4 Digital Geological mapping
2.4.1 Traditional techniques
Geological mapping has been developing throughout time, particularly during the period of
1760 to 1770 A.D., when maps changed from being pictorial to diagrammatic, and allowed
rapid innovation and changes to the aerial view outcrop maps we know today (Oldroyd 2013).
This emerging ability to construct accurate maps has played a key role in our ability to
spatially visualise the world around us. Traditionally, to produce a geological map the
standard process is to go into the field, make multiple observations and notes of specified
points, such as lithology changes or structural features such as faults. These points are then
overlayed onto a geographical map and the areas between the points are interpolated by a
geologist through their geological understanding. This method is also used in the construction
of stratigraphic columns. Drastic improvements to this process have occurred due to major
innovations in geographical mapping which can be closely associated with the development
of new technologies such as the compass and sextant through to modern GPS (Global
Positioning System) and satellite imagery. This revolution has meant that any pre-existing
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geological map of an area played an important first port of call to any geologist intending to
investigate an area.
2.4.2 Current digital knowledge/understanding
Through the later part of the 20th century and into the new millennium a method of photo
mosaics were used to piece together large continuous outcrops (Rust and Jones 1987, Miall
and Jones 2003, Zonneveld and Moslow 2004, Pontén and Plink-Björklund 2009). This
method has proven advantages when interpreting large continuous geological structures. In
particular, it enabled the interpretation of structures to happen remotely (off site), and without
the time constraints associated with field work, as well as being able to see the outcrop in a
larger contextual view which is often difficult to achieve in the field. This method is limited
however due to its inability to have data taken from the mosaics such as dip and detailed
palaeocurrent readings. As a result it still relies on the incorporation of field observations to
achieve accuracy.
The possibility of fully digital interpretation is not a completely new revelation for the
geological community. For many years maps and other data have been created, stored and
shared digitally. Recently however this has begun to progress from otherwise digitalised
hardcopy producible products to more solely digital. These recent studies have begun, and in
many cases succeeded, to create constructs such as 3-D models which can then be interpreted,
or subjected to computer algorithms to either create a fully or semi-automated structure
and/or mineral identification (Fischer and Keating 2005, Haneberg et al. 2006, Castillo et al.
2012, Westoby et al. 2012, Vasuki et al. 2014, Bonetto et al. 2015, Mwaniki et al. 2015).
This idea of fully digital models and interpretations is very lucrative for many reasons.
Primarily and most appealing to industry groups is the potential for faster, cheaper and more
accurate interpretations, however this requires the establishment of a very strong
methodology and extensive preparation, such as acquiring existing 3D software or internal
software development before this would be possible. Additionally it enables the ability to
revisit the site or locality digitally rather than requiring more fieldwork. This has the greatest
benefit when the subject area is either very remote or has limited accessibility. Due to the
ease of sharing digital data, it also allows the ability to work more collaboratively with others
once a basic model has been created.(Jensen 2007). An example of this increase in
collaboration can be seen though such projects as www.AusGeol.org which is an Australian
wide collaboration of multiple universities and geological surveys based from the University
of Tasmania. This study aims to digitally capture and document Australia’s diverse geology
whilst developing an education resource to support these visualisations(University of
Tasmania 2015). Figure 2.8 demonstrates an easily accessed image from this AusGeol
collaboration, of bedding at Wattamolla in the Royal National Park, Sydney.
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Figure 2.8. Downloaded Geological Site Files of ‘Watamolla2’ showing cross-bedding within the Hawkesbury
Sandstone from the University of Tasmania (2015).

The study by Haneberg et al. (2006) is representative of what this study hopes to achieve on a
similar scale to our control site. Their study used forty-three photo pairs of rock exposures
which constituted combined surveyed camera and control point positions, which were then
run through a mining modelling program to produce the 3-D models. All interpretations made
were subjected to field verification checks. These checks found that the digital data had
missed many of the finer details such as small scale joint fillings and joint aperture size as
well as some sections which were out of direct line of sight from the survey points. As such,
the study by Haneberg et al. (2006) acts as a good precedent to this study as well as
highlighting potential issues which can be pre-emptively resolved during the acquisition of
data.
The application of photogrammetry in very recent times has exploded, being applied within
many scientific fields as a faster, cheaper alternative than laser scanning. Bevan et al. (2014)
are currently in the process of using PhotoScan® along with other software such as
VisualSFM® as well as Meshlab® and Cloud Compare® to construct three dimensional
models of China’s terracotta warriors to create a revolutionary digital artefact record, as well
as allowing analysis such as identifying the unique nature of each warrior. Both Javernick et
al. (2014) and Frankl et al. (2015) have used PhotoScan® to study geomorphological features,
where Javernick et al. (2014) used analysis of digital photogrammetry to model the complex
terrain of a braided rivers and Frankl et al. (2015) to model the morphology of gullies. Tavani
et al. (2014) constructed a series of geological outcrops, and uploaded these to Google©
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Earth© as a fast form of sharing data, similar to the work being done by the University of
Tasmania (2015) with their AusGeol.edu URL. Comparatively, photogrammetry was also
tested in the use of calculating sea ice volumes in the North Sea by Haukebø (2015).
2.4.3 Data collection techniques
Data collection comes in many forms and can be acquired by a variety of processes. The
main platforms for acquisition include; satellite, airborne and ground based (Jensen 2007).
Each platform has a specific situational use, dependant on the size of the feature of interest
and the resolution required. A large proportion of data can be acquired from all three of these
platforms by the use of differing sensors and equipment. Examples include sensors such as
hyperspectral or visible light detectors, geophysical sensors such as gravity surveys or
magnetic surveys and direct contact sensors such as direct current electrical resistivity or any
other sensors associated with geophysical logging such as natural radiation and sonic logs
(Ladson 2008).
2.4.4 Digital images
Digital images can be divided into either vector data or raster data. Raster data involves the
creation of a grid where each cell is given a value. The amount of cells within the grid
represent the resolution of the image, the more cells, the clearer the image. Vector data is a
coordinate-based data set which represents geographic features as points, lines and polygons
through a series of x, y coordinates. Information is assigned to each vector feature, rather than
that of each cell within a raster data set (Johnson 2003). The application of statistics and
filtering of either of these data forms enables them to be manipulated in a variety of ways.
2.4.5 Photogrammetry
Photogrammetry is the process of extracting measurements and readings from photography,
most commonly aerial photography (Jensen 2007). Photogrammetry works by using a series
of overlapping pictures of a location from multiple viewpoints to accurately establish size and
orientation of features such as shadows, which when combined with information such as the
time of day, allow calculation of the height of objects through trigonometry further enabling
the construction of accurate Digital Elevation Models (Jensen 2007). Traditionally, images
were taken to create stereo-pairs, with an overlap of at least 50% of the area of interest which
would be printed and assessed by analogue methods. As photogrammetry progressed it has
moved into the digital realm and become much more dependent on statistical relationships
and formulae and is often referred to as Structure-from-Motion or SfM (Héno and Chandelier
2014, Javernick et al. 2014). This can be seen in studies such as Haneberg et al. (2006),
Bevan et al. (2014), Frankl et al. (2015), Haukebø (2015), Javernick et al. (2014), Jiroušek et
al. (2014) and Tavani et al. (2014), all of whom used digital photogrammetry, to create 3-D
digital models from a set of overlapping images. This process is very software dependant
with all of these studies using either Sirovision® or Agisoft’s PhotoScan® software as the
primary photogrammetry processing tool.
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2.4.6 Photo Mosaics
Photo mosaicking is the practice of stitching a series of images together from a series of
different viewpoints. Traditionally this would have been performed by manually sticking
together a series of printed images with a standard adhesive, but in modern times this has
progressed to digitally combining images to form one large image. A special type of digital
mosaic, known as a composite orthophoto, is the most geometrically accurate image product
available; however its production is far more complex than that of more simple mosaicking
methods. This is even done by image capturing hardware during capture known as panoramas
(Wolf et al. 2014). Photo mosaics have been used in studies such as Rust and Jones (1987) to
try and map large lateral geological outcrops, such as the cliffs of the Hawkesbury Sandstone
within the Royal National Park, Sydney. The stitching of the images together allowed them to
see the large scale sedimentary features in a greater context of the surrounding structures. The
mosaicking method however had limited potential and could not account for the three
dimensional nature of the cliffs, and the constant changing bearing, so what could appear to
be laterally continuous structures would in fact the same point of cliff but now in crosssection as the images go around an unnoticed headland or bend in the cliffs. The time
involved to verify that such mistakes are not made is colossal.
2.4.7 Two Dimensional (2D) Modelling
A model is any systematic description of any object or phenomenon which shares important
characteristics with that object or phenomenon. Hence any representation, such as a map is a
form of modelling. However this term within the world of 2D representations is more
commonly used for predictive mapping. A typical example is the predicting of inundation due
to sea level rise, which in its simplest can be done by mapping where a set rise in sea level
would correspond to on a digital elevation model (DEM) which is known as a bathtub model.
As with all models they are only representations, and often many variables can be left
unaccounted for, particularly in complex scenarios where modelling every variable can be
extremely time consuming and unpractical due to minimum impact to the overall
representation (Schmid et al. 2014).

2.5 Three Dimensional (3D) Modelling
2.5.1 Three Dimensional (3D) Model Types
As mentioned, a model is any systematic description, but unlike a 2D model which is based
off x, y co-ordinates, a 3D model also incorporates z co-ordinates. In terms of computer
graphics, 3D modelling is the development of a mathematical representation of any 3D object.
To achieve this there are two primary ways of creating 3D models, as either solid or
boundary representation models. Solid models are the epitome of 3D modelling and are
currently more focused towards defining an accurate physical representation, whereas
boundary models are more focused at providing a visual representation which requires
additional trained professional interpretation (Verbree and Zlatanova 2004, Fischer and
Keating 2005). A boundary model consists of surfaces, curves and points which are used for
representing shape limits. The validation of these surfaces, curves and points into an
effectively watertight polygon with the addition of internal polygon information can change
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the boundary model into a solid model (Krueger and O'Brien 2001, Verbree and Zlatanova
2004, Sturzenegger and Stead 2009).
Boundary models provide a less detailed representative model when compared to a solid
model. However the amount of time required constructing a boundary model is vastly less
than that required for a solid model. This can be seen through the studies by Haneberg et al.
(2006) and Westoby et al. (2012)who demonstrated the application of a boundary based
model as a quick slope stability analysing tool whereas Ronchin et al. (2013) have applied a
solid model to defining detailed elements which only have limited exposure of an entire
volcanic system. A comparison between these two studies shows that the data capture time
for creating 3D models can vary between taking only a few days to taking up to a minimum
of months.
Other representative models such as block models divide the phenomenon into a series of 3D
pixels, and each block is given a value. In this case each pixel is given an x, y, z co-ordinate
rather than individual points. This can simplify calculations within the model, with difference
between this model and others, comparable to the differences between raster and vector data
sets (Vilkul et al. 2005, Bi et al. 2008).
2.5.2 Photogrammetry - Data Types, Requirements and Processing
Almost any data can be modelled as long as it has some sort of spatial connection to other
points within the data set. This is achieved by x, y, z co-ordinates of points, lines and
polygons of specific features. Raster data sets can still be converted into this format by
pattern identification of cell values and associated information. This is done through a series
of algorithms often incorporated within software applications, such as Agisoft® PhotoScan®,
Scirovision®, SOCET GXP® or Python® (Haneberg et al. 2006, McQuillan 2013, Ronchin et
al. 2013, Javernick et al. 2014, Jiroušek et al. 2014, Walker and Pietrzak 2015). These
programs produce a point cloud by using these algorithms to assign x, y, z co-ordinate to each
pixel from within a set of digital images.
A key element in the data required for 3D photogrammetry modelling, is the overlapping
between the field of view within each image taken. Standard practice suggests a minimum of
60% overlap and a recommendation of 80% overlap (Westoby et al. 2012, Héno and
Chandelier 2014). This principle is demonstrated in Figure 2.9 from Haneberg et al. (2006),
where the progression of two overlapping images into a 3D model is shown. In addition to
this, compared with traditional photogrammetry it also requires a minimum of three
overlapping images in comparison to the tradition two. Additional images from a variety of
angles will also increase the accuracy of the model, as well as highlight finer details,
particularly when modelling uneven terrain or surfaces (Verbree and Zlatanova 2004,
Haneberg et al. 2006, Héno and Chandelier 2014).
Camera/sensor calibration also plays a vital role in data collection. This means having
consistent settings to ensure consistent brightness and equal capture speed through all the
imagery. This is primarily achieved through the adjustment of the IOS and aperture settings.
The IOS setting governs the sensitivity to light, and affects the sharpness as well as the
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brightness. A high IOS has the potential to increase the brightness of an image when ambient
light is low, such as an overcast day or a shaded cliff face. However a high IOS will also
cause the image to become grainy. Adjusting the shutter speed has similar effects, the longer
the shutter is open, the more blur of moving objects but the more light let in, and shorter the
shutter opening time, the less light and less blur. The aperture setting affects size of the hole
allowing light to reach the sensors, affecting the brightness of the image and depth of field
(Jang and Jung 2009, Fraser 2013). However given that light intensity differs with changing
angles of reflection, adjustments must be made to account for any changes in the sensors
position, relative to the point of interest. To achieve this it may be necessary to adjust the
camera settings to maintain consistent brightness throughout a data capture.

Figure 2.9. Haneberg et al. (2006) results for outcrop model 18 showing progression from the individual left and right
photos to the rectified orthophoto and finally the 3-D outcrop model saved in a proprietary enhanced tiff format. The
3-D outcrop model consists of 3.8 million colour pixels draped over 425,523 xyz points.
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Data compression, or in this case image compression, is a process of converting one file
format to another file format to reduce or alter the files size. Examples of such formats
include Raw (minimally processed data from sensor), TIFF (Tagged Image File Format),
PNG (Portable Network Graphics) and JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) which is
also commonly used interchangeably with JPG. Data compression can be classified into two
primary categories of either lossy data compression or lossless data compression (Kaur 2015).
A lossy data compression system is where data that has been compressed cannot be
uncompressed to exactly replicate the original data but instead is very similar to the original
data. A lossless data compression is where the compressed data can be later uncompressed to
the exact data file it once was. In comparison lossy data in general is able to compress data to
a much smaller size than lossless compression but is unable to maintain the data’s integrity,
resulting in data degradation. TIF and PNG formats are lossless compressions whereas the
JPG format is a lossy data compression (Anitha 2014, Kaur 2015).
2.5.3 Alternative modelling – Terrestrial Laser Scanning
An alternative method of 3D modelling is laser scanning, which when applied to the
modelling of geographical terrains is known as terrestrial laser scanning or TLS. Unlike
photogrammetry methods which estimate the position of points by a series of algorithms and
calculations between a set of images, TLS plots each point with a measured x, y, z coordinate which can be combined with multiple TLS locations based off accurate GPS
locations. This is seen as the most ideal form of 3D model due to direct measuring instead of
interpolation. The plotting of each point by the TLS in essence is construction a dense cloud
vital in all 3D modelling at the time of data capture. Till very recently TLR’s have only
provided x, y, z co-ordinates, but are now capable of capturing addition information such as
the colour (RGB) of each point (McQuillan 2013, Cacciari and Futai 2016, Idrees and
Pradhan 2016). The disadvantages of TLS are primarily in the amount of equipment required,
and the transportation of this equipment to and from field site investigations. TLS also
require steady platforms, or specialized mounts to be used on any moving platform. This has
caused TLS to be seen as more of a specialist tool, especially when combined with the large
costs of the involved equipment. The large data sets produced by TLS have also traditionally
been problematic for processing; however this is common amongst nearly all 3D modelling
platforms. The use of laser scanning is a viable alternative approach to 3D modelling as
demonstrated by Matano et al. (2015) and Armesto et al. (2009).
2.5.4 Three Dimensional(3D) Model Generation
3D modelling of surfaces is the connection of points by lines to form a mesh or other form of
representative surface of an object. There are two primary ways that a 3D model’s mesh can
be produced, either as a polygonal model or a curve model. The polygonal model is based
around the connection of points by straight lines, forming vertices, which in turn when
connect to other vertices by more straight lines, form polygons (Krueger and O'Brien 2001,
Jang and Jung 2009, Ronchin et al. 2013). These polygons are planar can only directly
represent flat surfaces, but when combined as multiple polygons, can approximate a curved
surface. The curved model works similar to the plotting of a line of best fit, where a curved
line is plotted through a series of points and depending of the weight given to a particular
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point, may lean closer or farther from this point. Polygonal modelling and its derivative
methods are by far the most commonly used form of 3D modelling of surfaces (Verbree and
Zlatanova 2004). The modelling of internal values of a 3D model can be achieved through
other methods such as Voxel, which creates a regular grid in three dimensional space, and
may have values assigned to each piece of the grid. Voxel modelling is the basis for many
mining software packages for the prediction of ore-grade distribution. An example of one
such program is Vulcan by Maptek.
2.5.5 Modelling Advantages
Any model’s greatest advantage whether 2D or 3D lies in its ability to allow information
from a real life point of interest to be extracted, without the need to directly view, touch or
experience it firsthand. It also allows information to be conveyed visually rather than, or in
addition to, descriptively. Additionally it also allows a greater area to be viewed than what
might be naturally visible, allowing patterns and relationships between phenomenon to be
identified over greater distances (Jang and Jung 2009, Héno and Chandelier 2014). The more
information which is able to be accurately represented the greater the effective potential that
model has, such as a 3D model over a 2D model.
2.5.6 Geological Applications
The creation of 3D models is important within the commercial sector of geology and
geotechnical engineering (Liu et al. 2013), as well as the academic fields of archaeology,
geomorphology and geology. As mention it is already being used for mapping and assessing
slope stability (Haneberg et al. 2006), as well as the entirety of a volcanic system (Ronchin et
al. 2013). 3D modelling also has a very high prevalence in the resources industry, especially
in an attempt to predict ore grades and ore body distribution (Martin-Izard et al. 2015).

2.6 Summary of key points
The Hawkesbury Sandstone is not homogeneous. It is comprised of both heavily crossbedded sandstone, massive sandstones, laminated mudstone and sandstone as well as an
overall average of approximately 3% mudstone as part of overbank successions and
incorporated rip-up clasts (Jones and Rust 1983, Rust and Jones 1987, Miall and Jones 2003,
Al Gahtani 2012). It possesses a uni-directional regional palaeoflow typical of a fluvial
system, and the large internal bedding structures of a braided system (Miall and Jones 2003).
It is derived from heavily recycled quartz rich material, with the most likely source to be the
weathering of the westerly Lachlan Fold Belt within the context of the back-arc to foreland
basin evolution of the Sydney-Bowen Basin (Fergusson 1991, Cowan 1993, Veevers and
Powell 1994, Sircombe 1999).
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Geological mapping and modelling is a key and intrinsic part of all geological understanding.
It has evolved throughout the ages with multiple modern studies now taking the principles of
geological mapping to the newest evolution of full 3D modelling. The method of creating
comprehensive 3D geological models is still highly varied however, with a huge vareitly of
techniques, data sources and software being used to achieve these models. These include TLS,
LIDAR and photogrammetric methods. From these previous works, and with a view of
previous innovations within geological mapping, it is clear that 3D modelling will
revolutionise the way geological mapping is undertaken, and as a result, geological
understanding.
Three dimensional model works by constructing a series of points, lines or polygons to
approximate the surface of real world objects. The most common approach throughout all
methods is to produce a point cloud of representative vertices of an area of of interest, and to
then connect these points with lines to produces the polygons which approximate the surface
of the area as a mesh. This mesh is then wrapped in some form of texturing layer. The way in
which the initial point cloud is generated is the key difference between data collection
techniques such as TLS and photogrammetry.
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Chapter 3 – Method Development
The modelling of a smaller control site known as Cobblers was first completed to establish a
best suited methodology. Five trials were undertaken to test and refine a robust digital
photogrammetric mapping technique for the greater project mapping area. The trials became
increasingly sophisticated as they built on the lessons learned from the earlier ones. The
cobblers control site dimensions are 150 by 100 m, in the form of an L-bend cliff section. It is
located north of the well-known Wedding Cake Rock lookout and east from the township of
Bundeena. Sydney’s climate is subtropical with a recorded 100 days a year of precipitation,
enabling field work to be conducted in reoccurring similar weather conditions. This provided
a greater chance of consistent lighting conditions for returning visits. This section of cliff was
seen as the most suitable positions within the greater site to be used as a test site, as it
possesses a large variety of bedding structures, has a wide rock platform for images to be
taken from greater distances from the cliff and the site had relatively reasonable access by
foot. The L-shape nature of the site also meant images could be taken from angles above the
cliff, looking down upon it from a variety of angles.
The processing of the control site focuses on the model processing workflow and it’s the
compatibility with differing data capture methods from within the field. The file formats TIF
and JPG were selected to be compared during processing due to their positions at the opposite
ends of the lossless verses lossy data compression allowing an extreme case comparison, as
well as their usage in various other studies such as University of Tasmania (2015) who used
the JPG format and Frankl et al. (2015), Javernick et al. (2014), Jiroušek et al. (2014) and
Tavani et al. (2014) who all used the TIF format.

3.1 Software
A multi-level process was used in the processing and creation of the model. This required the use of a
variety of software applications which include; Irfanview®, Agisoft®’s PhotoScan®, Adobe® Reader®,
Adobe® Acrobat Pro®, Adobe®DNG Converter, Adobe® Photoshop CS6®, ArcMap, ArcScene,
Microsoft® Publisher® and Inkscape©. The computer system used operated on Windows 7 Enterprise®
(64-bit), Intel® Core ™ i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz and had 8.00 GB of RAM.

3.1.1 Irfanview (version 4.38)
Irfanview is an open-source graphic viewer. It enables the viewing and modifying of images
from a vast variety of file formats. Some key features of Irfanview include colour depth
changing, brightness and contrast adjusting, image rotation, batch modifications and batch
file conversions (Skilijan 2015). The conversion process in this software is known to have
issues with maintaining the EXIF data during file format conversions.
3.1.2 Agisoft PhotoScan (version 1.1.6.2038)
PhotoScan is a 3D photogrammetry modelling software, produced by the Russian based
company Agisoft. This program operates to produce polygonal 3D models from still images.
It is compatible with both controlled and uncontrolled conditions, with the only criteria being
that the object of interest is at least available within two photos. The software allows full
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automation of image alignment and 3D model construction. Making this piece of software
capable of both advanced 3D based modelling as well as being user friendly (Agisoft 2013).
The software operates under four main stages of processing: camera alignment, building of a
dense point cloud, mesh building and texturing. All of these stages can be can be subjected to
settings variation depending on the desired output from the program. During camera
alignment the program searches for common points within photographs by matching pixels
between images. The camera alignment stage of the workflow, estimates the position of
where each image was taken from, and refines camera calibration parameters. This combines
to produce a sparse point cloud. This data can then be exported independently if desired. The
second processing stage builds a dense point cloud from the data produced during the first
stage; the third stage produces a 3D polygonal mesh representing the point of interest based
on the dense point cloud, by using each point within the dense cloud as vertices to be
connected by a series of lines, forming polygons. The final processing stage is where the
mesh is wrapped with a textural mosaic, derived from the original aligned images. At this
stage an orthophoto, which is a uniformly scaled photograph, may also be extracted (Agisoft
2013, Wolf et al. 2014).
PhotoScan only accepts certain file formats, with a preference for TIFF files which have been
converted from high resolution RAW image file formats. It also accepts JPEG, TIFF, PNG,
BMP, PPM, OpenEXR and JPEG Multi-Picture Formats. The program also accommodates
for the geo-referencing of models, setting of fixed scaled distances as well as extraction of
distance measurements (Agisoft 2013, Haukebø 2015).
3.1.3 Adobe Reader (version 11.0.12), Acrobat Pro (version 10.0.0), Adobe DNG
converter (version 8.3) and Adobe Photoshop CS6 (version 13.0x64)
Adobe provided an array of useful software, which was required throughout the processing
stages. Adobe reader enabled the viewing of 3D PDF files, Adobe Acrobat Pro enabled
alterations and merging of PDF files, Adobe DNG converter enabled NEF image file formats
to be converted to DNG image file format while maintaining EXIF data, and Photoshop CS6
enabled files to be converted from DNG to any other image format such as TIFF or JPG
whilst maintaining the EXIF data as well as allowing pre-processing of images if required.
3.1.4 ArcScene and ArcMap (versions 10.2)
ArcScene and ArcMap are both part of the ArcGIS Suite of software. These programs are
spatial analyst tools which enable the layering of multiple data sets, allowing for information
to not only be viewed but calculations able to be run, and comparisons be made between data
sets.
3.1.5 Microsoft Publisher (version 14.0.7165.5000 (32-bit))
Microsoft Publisher allowed the creation of graphical figures as well the initial annotation of
extracted 2D images from the 3D model, for use during the field confirmations, due to the
software’s easy resizing and repositioning, allowing simple printer compatibility.
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3.1.6 Inkscape (version 0.91)
Inkscape is a free source image alteration program, similar to payed software such as Adobe®
Illustrator®. Inkscape was used for the annotation of the exported 2D orthophoto images from
the 3D model.

3.2 Trial 1
3.2.1 Trial one data collection
The first trial was undertaken on the 04/09/2015, using a handheld Garmin GPS 72 and a FX
d610 Nikon camera. The camera settings were fixed to an IOS of 100, shutter speed of 400,
aperture of F11, RAW image quality and auto focusing by the use of the manual camera
function. Two metre measuring rods were placed 10 m apart along the cliff face, providing
scale for interpretations as well as reference points during processing. These 10 m intervals
were also used as the basis for the main camera position locations, with a total of 11 main
positions (Figure 3.1) on the rock platform. Each camera position was defined as
perpendicular to each marker away from the cliff face, with varied distances from the cliff
depending on field of view obtainable. A GPS location was taken from each of these
positions. Another 2 m measuring rod was placed horizontally in front each main camera
position on the rock platform and orientated due east to provide another reference point
during processing, this could also then be used to rectify the axis within the final model. A
variety of supplementary camera positions then were also taken in addition to the main image
capture in an attempt to increase the resolution of the model, from farther out on the rock
platform as well as from on top of the cliff. The images were captured during the afternoon
when the cliff face was in full shade and halfway between high and low tide, during a large
swell, limiting the number of supplementary images able to be taken.
The GPS accuracy was recorded as plus or minus 8.5 m and deemed to be of too low an
accuracy to be used. The cause of this is most likely to be due to the limited satellite access
due to obscuring by the cliff, with only optimum 180 degree sky coverage available from any
point on the rock platform. The images taken were of outstanding resolution, however the
image brightness was too dark (Figure 3.2), particularly of the mudstone areas. Although it
was decided that another data set would be required to overcome this issue, processing
attempts were still made to increase familiarity with the photogrammetry software.
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Figure 3.1. Not to scale sketch of method used during the main image capture during trial one to the control site.

Figure 3.2. An example of the dark images captured Trial One of the control site, sandstone is somewhat visible but
mudstone is indistinguishable.
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3.3 Trial 2
3.3.1 Trial Two data collection
Trial two was undertaken on the 18/09/2015 with the main purpose of alleviating the GPS
accuracy issues, by taking a Trimble Real Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS unit (Figure 3.3A) to
assess signal strength and viability. The weather was clear and sunny, with strong winds and
a large swell. A series of points approximately one metre in from the top of the cliff were
taken (Table 3.1) starting in the south-west of the site. Due to high winds some points were
unable to be held steady enough for the collection of the points and vegetation hampered a
systematic distance collection of points. This resulted in points being taken on the basis of
accessibility. Extreme swell conditions made it too dangerous to attempt to signal test on the
rock platform due to safety concerns. As a compromise the RTK unit was taken to a
reachable area approximately half way down the cliff near its southern end, as well as to area
with similar westerly signal obscurity in the small bay farther to the south. Signal was lost in
both cases. It was determined that a base station will be needed for any GPS based surveying
to be completed.
Table 3.1. Cliff top RTK points from testing signal.

Point

X

Y

Z

Clifftop_101

330883.4

6226027

23.968

Clifftop_102

330885.4

6226042

23.32

Clifftop_103

330887.8

6226055

23.424

Clifftop_104

330890.8

6226071

23.981

Clifftop_105

330893.3

6226110

23.222

Clifftop_106

330899.8

6226125

23.025

Clifftop_107

330920.9

6226142

24.262

Clifftop_108

330993.1

6226153

23.746
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Figure 3.3. A) Trial Two with RTK for signal strength testing (Clifftop_108, x 330993.1, y 6226153, z 23.746). B) RTK
base station from Trial Three

3.4 Trial Three
3.4.1 Trial three data collection
The third trial was undertaken on the 15/10/2015 and was aimed at collecting another data set
to replace the data set from the first trial. To achieve this, a slightly altered method (Figure
3.4) to the first trial was used. A base station and RTK unit was taken to conduct a GPS
survey (Figure 3.3B). Unfortunately an issue occurred in the connection between the base
station and RTK unit, which was unable to be resolved by present UOW equipment store
technical staff whilst in the field, preventing a GPS survey from taking place. To combat this,
a backup theodolite total station was used to take series of strong visually identifiable points
(Appendix 1), along with several RTK points (Table 3.2) from along the top of the cliff
where signal could be achieve, to be used as backsights for the theodolite. The uncorrected
points can be seen in Figure 3.5A, the corrected points using the backsights can be seen in
Figure 3.5B.The associated uncorrected and corrected tabulated data can be found in
Appendix 1. Corrections were conducted by UOW equipment store technical staff using
Trimble Geomatics Office.
Table 3.2. RTK points used to correct Theodolite data.

RTK Point

Theodolite Point

East

North

elevation

322129.056

6231361.692

96.499

PRS737731269147
(CORS)
tbm_200

114

330893.304

6226117.375

22.72

tbm_201

115

330891.063

6226070.848

23.969

tbm_202

117

330888.904

6226063.293

23.671

tbm_203

118

330885.679

6226035.7

23.596
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Figure 3.4. Non-scaled sketch of planned data capture method to be used during the main image capture during Trial
three of the control site.

Co-ordinates of point 114 which
was used as backsight for
corrections

N

A

B

Figure 3.5. A) Un-corrected theodolite data, points 114-118 have associated RTK GPS locations. Points 119 and above
have no prism constants. B) Corrected theodolite data, point 114 used as back sight.

The same FX d610 Nikon camera which was used in Trial 1 was used once again. The
camera settings were fixed to the same as trial one, excluding the IOS, which was changed to
400 in an attempt to solve the brightness issue encountered in Trial One. Two metre
measuring rods were once again placed 10 m apart along the cliff face to provide scale for
interpretations, as well as reference points during processing. Rather than moving the
horizontal scale bar in front of each main camera position, this time two of the 10 m intervals
had an additional measuring pole fixed as the horizontal instead. At both of these two points
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the vertical and horizontal poles were levelled using Fieldmove Clino on a smart phone and
the bearing of the horizontal moved to due east. This is shown in Figure 3.6. Three points on
the rock platform below the cliff were also identified and had a backpack placed at each
location. These three points identified by points taken with the theodolite for GPS positions
after correction to assist in any attempts at geo-referencing.
The image capture was completed by making multiple transverses of the lower section of the
cliff, using an extendable pole with the camera mounted on top. The camera was set to
capture an image every 10 seconds as it was carried along the base of the cliff. This was
completed at full extension of the pole (7 m), half extension (3.5 m), with no extension (1 m)
and from below chest height while not attached to the camera pole. The images were captured
at approximately 1 p.m., with clear skies. Due to time constraints from the errors with the
GPS, additional images from various angles were not taken. Figure 3.7 provides an altered
sketch to accommodate the changes to the method from Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.6. Due east horizontal scale indicator and vertical scale indicator, image has colour adjustments.
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Figure 3.7.Non-scaled sketch data capture method used during Trial 3 of the control site.

3.4.2 Processing from Trial’s one and three
Irfanview was used to view the images, remove unwanted photos which were taken during
the time interval shots and to convert the Nickon camera’s NIF files to TIF files for
compatability with PhotoScan. Irfanview was also used to auto adjust colours of images
which were used in trial runs of constructing the models as well as a post-modelling tool to
adjust the colours of Orthophotos.
All imagery gathered during the first Trial of the control site were deemed redundant as all
images were too dark with too little variation within the pixel values of each photo to be able
to be processed by PhotoScan, as well as being too dark for any significant geological
interpretations to be extracted.
The image set aquired from Trial Three of the control site was processed betweem the
17/10/15 and the 03/11/15. Nineteen separate distinct processing runs were made, each
focusing on subtle changes to settings or data input. The settings used and the processing
observations can be found within the tables of Appendix 2. Table 3.3 summaries the
contractions used within the settings sections of Appedices 2 and 3, and Table 3.4. The three
identified markers from the data collection were used as common tie points between all
images for processing, greatly assisting the alignment stage of the process. By exporting
these markers and masks which were generated,they could be quickly re-applied to each
subsequent processing run. The masks were highly effective in removing unwanted features
such as the sky, as well as reducing the number of pixels which required processing, reducing
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processing times. Observations within this processing attempt also noticed improvements in
the texturing stage of processing, when the number of images used to generate the mosaic
was reduced. In this case from 170 images to 32.
Table 3.3. Key to contractions used in all processing tables

File Input

TIF = Tagged
Image File
Format

JPG =
JPG/JPEG
Format

Align Settings

Ac =
Accuracy
Qu = Quality

PS = Pair
Selection
DF = Depth
Filtering
SD = Source
Data
BM =
Blending
Mode

Dense Cloud
Settings
Mesh Settings
Texture
Settings

ST = Surface
Type
MM =
Mapping
Mode

PNG =
Portable
Network
Graphics

Adj =
Adjusted
Colours

Mask =
Masksapplied
within
PhotoScan

FC = Face
Count
TS/C =
Texture
Size/Count

Int =
Interpolation
CC = Colour
Correction

PC = Point
Class

Overall the processing from the third Trial worked well, creating a close to useful model,
however the brightness issue encountered from the first trial persisted, but to a lesser extent.
Many of the contacts and variations within the dark mudstone channels were now visible, but
not clear. It was concluded another data set would be required. The processing noticed minor
differences between JPG and TIF formats, with the TIF format providing a better model but
the JPG model still being able to work after image pre-processing, where the TIF would not.

3.5 Trial 4
3.5.1 Trial four data collection
This Trial was undertaken on the 11/11/15 and maintained the method presented in Figure 3.4
minus any GPS work. The image capture was conducted with the same FX d610 Nikon
camera as in Trials one and three. The camera was turned onto full auto and focused on a
mudstone section of the cliff which had poor lighting conditions. The settings were noted,
and same settings applied within the manual settings mode for the actual image capture, to try
and avoid minor deviations in camera settings. This resulted in an ISO value of 500 being set
with all other settings the same as in trials one and three. The weather at the site during data
capture was overcast with a minor breeze and small swell with low tide at 2 a.m. and high
tide at 8.30 a.m. The data capture took place between 6.40 a.m. and 8.50 am. Set up began at
6 a.m. with 2 metre black and white poles being placed 10 metres apart for a 100 metre
section of the cliff with two poles also placed to indicate east-west, which were also levelled
using Fieldmove Clino on a smart phone, the same as in trial three. Pack up was completed at
9 a.m. The same three control marks, which had been established for geo-referencing from
the last trial, were this time marked with small orange witches hats to increase their visibility.
These positions were re-located via a printout of the model results, from trial three’s data set.
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A total of 300 images were collected from a variety of angles. Unfortunately another
brightness error occurred, with the image brightness between the images taken from the base
of the cliff the top of the cliff. The cause of this has been concluded to be due to the angle at
which the light reflects off the cliff, causing a more intense light to reach the camera sensor
when above the cliff, and a less intense light when at the base of the cliff. The overcast cast
sky maintained a complete and continuous covering, but was not a homogeneous cloud
thickness, causing a constant variation in the amount of light penetrating the cloud cover.
3.5.2 Processing from Trial four
Irfanview was used to view the images, remove unwanted photos which were taken during
the time interval shots and to convert the Nickon camera’s NIF files to TIFF and JPG files for
compatability with PhotoScan. Image brightness still remained as an issue during this
processing stage. Images taken from the bottom of the cliff had poor lighting whereas images
taken from the top of the cliff had good lighting. Trying to then combine all the images
without any preprocessing proved very difficult due to this lighting contrast. To combat this
multiple runs with colour adjustment were run, which combined reasonably well. Appendix 3
compiles the observations made from the processing from trial four. The results from this
trial, although similar to the quality of trial three, did not demonstate the improvments hoped
for so another trial was scheduled.

3.6 Trial 5
3.6.1 Trial five data collection
Trial five was undertaken on the 18/11/2015 and maintained the method presented in Figure
3.4, but images in positions around the cliff with 180 degrees or more open sky coverage
were geotagged using a camera GPS attachment, producing geo-tagged images. Additional
photos at each of these points were taken increasing the probability of higher accuracy by
averaging (Marjanovic et al. 2007). The image capture was conducted with the same FX
d610 Nikon camera as trial one, three and four. The camera was set to, and left on fully
automatic for the entire image capture with RAW image quality. The images were taken
between 7 am and 10.20 am during low tide with low swell. Similarly to previous trials, the
same 2 metre black and white poles were placed 10 metres apart for a 100 metre section of
the cliff with two poles also being placed to indicate east-west, which were also levelled
using Fieldmove Clino on a smart phone. The same points as trial four were marked with the
same small orange witches hats.
A total of 324 images were taken from a variety of angles from both the top and bottom of
the cliff. An extendable 7 m pole with the camera mounted on top was used to increase the
amount of angles available and to take images over the edge of the cliff. No major issues
were encountered.
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3.6.2 Processing from Trial Five
It was found that Irfanview was unable to maintain EXIF data during file conversions. As an
alternate file conversion process Adobe DNG Converter 8.3 was used to convert the NEF
files to Adobe’s Photoshop RAW format (DNG), which then were converted within
Photoshop to both TIF and JPG formats. The EXIF data was maintained within the image
files using this alternate process allowing the geo-tag locations from the data caputure to be
used. Table 3.4 compiles the data extracted from the runs andTable 3.3 acts as a key to all
abreviations used in Table 3.4. Image brightness did not impact this image set nearly as much
as all the other previous runs. A slight issue occurred within the JPG non-colour adjusted
images when dealing with shadows, whereas the TIFF non-colour adjusted and JPG colour
adjusted did not encounter that issue.
A brief exploration into PNG files was conducted, as data management issues from the TIFF
image file sizes arose, due to their perceived mid-way point between TIFF and JPG files in
file size, thus the amount of data provided within each file about the image. For all the
images in this project TIFF files averaged about 70 MB’s whereas PNG averaged 30 MB’s
and JPG range between 1 and 4 MB’s. This run did not work on the lower settings and PNG
file runs ceased, to maintain a focus on TIFF and JPG. The run titled
CobblersHighmedHigh was the most successful run throughout all processing attempts and
will be adopted as the method of processing for the larger site. The extraction of orthophotos
was also identified as a key way to improve final resolution, as well as providing a base for
simple annotations, as shown by the Orthophoto_CobblersHighmedHigh processing run.
Figure 5.1 was constructed from the processing of this trial to the control site run and the
successful results of CobblersHighmedHigh, with minor alterations to the flow diagram
after the modelling of the main site.
Table 3.4. PhotoScan runs from Trial 5, the chosen best suited processing runs are highlighted.

Run Name

File
Input
Type

Align
Settings

Dense Cloud
Settings

TIF

CobblersHigh
medmed

TIF
Mask

Qu – Low
DF - Moderate

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – Med
DF - Agressive

Texture Settings

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: The model was created and produced the best ‘whole’ TIFF model so far, it has however
duplicated sections of the cliff and rock shelf, this appears fixable by pre-processing of images,
masking out sky and water. Only 4 contacts between channels can be seen, within the right most
channel, the texture change cannot be seen. Large blobs of blue sky have been incorporated into the
model around the edges and may be the cause of duplication.

All_TIFF_hig
h_align_lowre
st

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Mesh Settings

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Med
TS/C – 10000
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: The model has come out well; all contacts are clearly visible, fine bedding is not visible but
without running on higher texture face count this will not be possible when processing as one large
model. Good lighting, the right hand side is still a bit too dark in shadowy areas, these could be
slightly adjusted in pre-processing. The model is by far the best model produced so far. Having the
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model not texture shows up features in some areas better than textured, but changing back and forth
between textured and not textured enables the most information to be viewed.
Measurements were made using the scale bar function, and were accurate to within 15-20% of the
actual distance. This inaccuracy is consistently 15-20% shorter than the actual distance.
The masks effectively removed all sky issues and stopped the doubling of the cliff. Without being
able to be run on higher settings due to computer RAM amounts, this is deemed as a final product.
Running with the removal of shadows may prove interesting.
Ac – Low
PS - Disabled

Qu – Low
DF - Agressive

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Running all the photos on low for all settings, failed horribly, only a small proportion of the
photos actually aligned. Result did not resemble the cliff what so ever.
JPG
Adj

Ac – Low
PS - Disabled

Qu – Low
DF - Agressive

JPG
Adj

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – Med
DF - Moderate

PNG_Lowall_
noEXIF

PNG

JPG_lowall_
withEXIF

JPGHIGHme
dmed

JPG_fewHigh

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Photos run through Photoshop conversion, which had mass shadow removal were used.
Three photos after alignment which were obviously misplaced were deleted, and then the low dense
cloud was run. Trimming of dense cloud and mesh were required as large blobs of randomly facing
ocean or sky were present. The clarity of the model was exceptional, brightness was good. All
contacts could be seen.
JPG
Ac – High
Qu – Med
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
Adj
PS - Disabled
DF - Agressive
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Med
TS/C – 10000
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Building from JPG_Lowall. Batch processed with High align, medium dense medium mesh.
The model worked well, contacts are clearly visible, the lighting is good, you are even able to see the
channel start to pinch out again to the right side of the cliff. Using a camera with a higher zoom may
be able to reduce the amount of photos and angles needed. This model would be passable as useful as
a final product. The axes have been aligned due to the GPS points, however the axis is still off by a
few degrees. No measurements have been taken from this model yet.
ST – Arbitrary
SD – Dense Cloud
FC – Med
Int – Enabled
PC – All

MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
BM – Mosaic
TS/C – 10000
CC – Not Enabled

Notes: 22 photos were selected from all of the photos, and run through will all high settings. This
model has come out very well, all contacts are visible, but may be hard to identify if you did not
already know they were there. The model has lost a lot of the finer depth achieved by the larger
models. Texture is better than larger models due to the blending of less image textures; this is the key
point which has enabled features to be identified within this model. When viewing in shaded mesh
very little interpretation can be achieved whereas in the larger models the mesh stage can provide
most interpretations without the texture being required. The model would be passable and most
certainly useful. The vastly reduced processing time in comparison to larger models makes this
method of processing very viable. Model also has 15-20% error in measurements, probably due to
quality of GPS point attached to the images. All detail however is lost when zooming in whereas
models with more photos maintain a much better mesh and texture when zoomed.
This model demonstrates that with fewer images a usable 3D orientated mosaic can be constructed,
which in many potential projects is all that is required for identifying associated features over
distance.
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JPGHighmed
Highmasks

CobblersHig
hmedHigh

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 10000
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Masks were imported from TIF model, Model constructed well but had a few missing
patches. Depth of field is ordinary, structures have been slightly distorted with small peak like
structures, this is common amongst most JPG models.
TIF
Ac – High
Qu – Med
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
Mask
PS - Disabled
DF - Agressive
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 10000
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Slightly better than CobblersHighmedmed particulary in refining the clarity of any depth of
field related parts of the model.
JPG
Adj
Masks

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – Med
DF - Agressive

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – Med
DF - Agressive

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – Med
DF - Agressive

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – Med
DF - Moderate

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 10000
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes:Run same as CobblersHighmedmed but had the the shadows reduced in photoshop first. Mesh
was also run on high instead.The removal of the shadows has caused the model to not form as well as
without the colour adjustments, this goes to show how important it is to make sure the brightness is
correct and accounted for in the image capturing. This is most noticeable in the shadowy area on the
right, where the structure is no longer distinguishable.

TIFF_highme
dhigh_shadow
s

TIF
Masks

JPG_no_adj_
highmedhigh_
masks

JPG
Masks

CobblersHigh
medHigh_Mo
ddepth

TIF
Mask

Orthophoto_
CobblersHig
hmedHigh

Notes: Export of orthophoto using a planar projection, current view projection plane, mosaic
blending mode, x 0.0062409 y 0.0062409 pixel size (m), max dimension disabled, split in blocks
disabled and all region settings disabled. The photo has outstanding resolution, better than the actual
model within photoScan.

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 10000
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes:Masks were imported from TIF model. The model has a lot of holes in it, detail and structure
of main section of the cliff is good, but the right side of the cliff has very poorly formed and you
cannot see the channel begin to pinch out like in the equivalent TIFF. Model is not as well made as
the JPG with colour adjustments or the TIFF with colour adjustments or no colour adjustments.
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 10000
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Changed depth filtering within dense cloud to moderate, did not show up ripple marks and
bedding as well as aggressive depth filtering, however the difference was minimal.
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Chapter 4 - Method Application
4.1 Bundeena to Wattamolla Data collection
4.4.1 Data Collection – 17/12/15
An almost continuous data set of images from Bundeena to Wattamolla was collected by
taking a small boat offshore. Distance from the cliffs was determined by safety as well as the
ability to maintain the whole height of the cliff within one image. Due to the establisment of a
successful methodology in trial 5 of the control site, the same Nikon D610 camera set to full
automatic was used for all data collection with a standardgeo-tagging GPS attachment which
had ± 8 m accuracy. The capture was taken between 12:30 pm to 3:30 pm, with a mostly
clear sky at the start of the capture, and a completely clear sky by the end of the capture. The
time of day of the capture is seen as not ideal, due to angle of the sun causing shadowing on
the cliff faces, however due to weather conditions of small swell and low wind of below 15
knots, and the small size of the craft to be used, the data capture was given the go ahead.
Figure 4.1 shows a screen shot taken during the processing stage of the data which acurately
displays where every image was taken from in accordance to its geo-tag.

Figure 4.1. Geotag location of each photo taken during data collection (each blue dot indicates a single still image
which was taken).

4.2 Bundeena to Wattamolla Modelling
The processing for this stage was completed on a Windows 7 Enterprise (64-bit), Intel® Core
™ i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40 GHz and 8.00 GB of RAM system with versions 1.1.6.2038 of
PhotoScan, 13.0x64 Adobe Photoshop CS6 and 8.3.0.141 Adobe DNG Converter. Images
were converted to TIFF and JPG formats by converting all NEF files to DNG files within
Adobe DNG Converter, the DNG files were then converted into the TIFF and JPG files
through Adobe Photoshop CS6.
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The JPG file format was run first within PhotoScan, with the 1253 photos being divided into
chunks of 126 with 25 overlapping within the chunk before each other chunk to produce 12
chunks. The alignment of the JPG images was poor, and during point cloud formations
produced large extensive holes which did not occur within the TIFF processing. And further
processing using JPG was ceased.
4.2.1 Processing Attempt 1
The TIFF images initially were divided into chunks of 126 images, with 25 images
overlapping to previous chunk, to produce 12 chunks of 151 images .This was seen as a trial
run for familiarisation with the data set and its specific issues.
Table 4.1. Main site processing, attempt one settings.

A. Align
 Accuracy - High
 pair selection – reference
 Constrain by masks – No
 Reset and realigning of none aligned
images ( worked for some not for
others)

B. Build Dense Cloud
 Quality: Medium
 Depth Filtering Aggressive

C. Build Mesh
 Surface type – Arbitrary
 Source Data – Dense cloud
 Face Count – Medium, Custom (1400000), Low
 Interpolation – Enabled (default)
 Point classes – All

The alignment stage (Table 4.1A) worked well, with issues limited primarily to Chunks 11
and 12, where manual resetting and realigning did not succeed. As a result these two Chunks
did not have their dense cloud built. As a whole all the chunks aligned better than the JPG
images. The construction of the dense cloud (Table 4.1B) was straight forward with no issues
arising. Post-processing of the dense cloud involved the trimming of unwanted points such as
excessive vegetation or points which were located in front of or too far inland from the cliffs.
The dense cloud sizes varied between 700 thousand and 1.8 million points.
Mesh construction (Table 4.1C) was problematic. Processing time took excessively long,
some predicted to take more than 48 hours per chunk, and some failed with a ‘not enough
memory’ error after being allowed to run overnight similar to what is shown in Figure 4.5.
Chunks 1-3 worked on medium and Chunk 4 failed stalling processing. Due to the highest
face count value successfully having its mesh constructed at medium settings being 1.5
million faces; Chunk 4 was then rerun with the remaining chunks on a 1.4 million custom
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face count. Predicted processing time for this exceeded 200 hours for Chunk 4 alone, so
processing was cancelled. Chunk 4 was then rerun with the remaining chunks on low through
batch process but failed again with running time being in excess of 200 hours for Chunk 4
once again. Chunk 4 was then excluded and Chunks 5-10 were run on low settings, all of
which worked. With three unsuccessful chunks but promising results within the other chunks,
processing was restarted.
4.2.2 Processing Attempt 2
At the start of this processing attempt the estimate image quality tool was used to remove all
non-exclusive overlapping images with an estimated quality of 0.4 or less. The bad scores
occurred due to extreme blurriness caused by movement of the camera during capture,
associated with the movements from the boat. Masks were applied to all images to remove
the sky from every image, as well as limiting the amount of water in some images, to reduce
the amount of pixels to be processed from each image. This took several hours of hands on
processing to complete. The images were then divided into chunks of 200 with 25 images
overlapping the chunk before it, to produce a total of 7 chunks.
Table 4.2. Main site processing, Attempt two settings.

A. Align
 Accuracy - High
 pair selection – Disabled
 Constrain by masks – Yes
 Key Point: 50000
 Tie Point: 1000

B. Build Dense Cloud
 Quality: Medium (Chunks 1,2,4,5)
Low (Chunks 3 ,6,7)
 Depth Filtering Aggressive

C. Build Mesh

D. Build Texture







Surface type – Arbitrary
Source Data – Dense cloud
Face Count – High (Chunks
1,3,4,5,6,7) Medium (Chunk 2,)
Interpolation – Enabled (default)
Point classes – All






Mapping Mode: Generic
Blending mode: Mosaic (default)
Texture size/count: 12000
Colour correction: Not enabled

The alignment processing (Table 4.2) is the most critical part of the data processing, as it
allows problem areas to be identified. Due to its importance extensive notes are presented in
Table 4.3 from the processing of each of the seven chunks. At the end of the alignment stage
trimming of the spares point cloud was conducted in some section of cliffs, where they had
slightly been doubled. This was done by manually deleting the incorrect points.
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Table 4.3 Alignment notes from Attempt two processing of the main site for each individual chunk processed.

Chunk 1. Aligned well

Chunk 2. An incomplete alignment in the
middle of the chunk but a simple realignment
of specific photos fixed the problem. A gap
in overlapping images (no images
overlapping) in the northern section of the
chunk was identified and unable to be fixed.
This problem region was improved slightly
by adding common tie points using markers
as shown in Figure 4.2, but could only be
improved so much without obtaining addition
photos from the site.

Chunk 3. A section approximately in the
middle of the chunk had issues aligning
where it doubled a section of the cliff.
Cameras in this section were repetitively
realigned, and problematic photos disabled. 6
common identifiable points were located
within the images and markers placed to
assist in improving the alignment of this area.
This reduced the problem area from around
100 m long to 20 m long.

Chunk 4. Problems occurred at both the start
and end of its photo set. The start was easily
fixed by a simple reset and alignment of
photos, the end of the Chunk proved
problematic even with the use of markers,
alignment could not be achieve. This section
however worked within Chunk 5, so has been
decided to create a new chunk focusing on
this area, particularly since no overlap in
chunks was achieved between Chunks 4 and
5.

Chunk 5. Aligned well with only a few of
the photos at the start of the Chunk not
aligning, some of these were rectified and the
ones which failed to be rectified were
disabled from the processing altogether as
they caused doubling of the cliff section.

Chunk 6. The southern end of the entire
Chunk did not align initially well, but manual
realigning fixed the problem quickly and
without any issues.

Chunk 7. Had Issues with aligning the start
and end of the Chunk. The start was
manually realigned, which worked
reasonably well, but required alignment to be
done only a few images at a time. The end of
the model had less than 20 images not align,
and it was decided to end the model before
these misalignments.

NOTE: Two problematic areas have been
establishing due to lack of overlap, between
Chunks 4 and 5, as well as 6 and 7. Due to
most alignment issues occurring at the edge
of chunks, it has been decided to create two
new chunks with the centre of each of these
chunks being the problem area.

Chunk 4 to 5. Did not align Chunk will be
deleted

Chunk 6 to 7. Aligned northern side but
southern side did not align at all. Chunk will
be deleted.
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Figure 4.2. Aligning problem within Chunk 2, shows section within Chunk 2 which was missing an overlapping image,
and the associated error in estimated camera positions. This section of cliff was not constructed at all until markers of
common points were added as shown by the flags on the cliff face.

The dense cloud construction (Table 4.2) was a smooth process, but some back-tracking from
the mesh stage was required for Chunks 3, 6 and 7, which had too large a dense cloud to have
their mesh generated within the limits of the computer hardware. These chunks were then
rerun with a low dense cloud quality. Post mesh results from the varying dense clouds
qualities between low and medium, are shown in the overlapping area between the low dense
cloud Chunk 3 (Figure 4.3) and the medium dense cloud Chunk 4 (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.3. Chunk 3 low dense cloud overlapping area with Chunk 4, note model has been textured.

Figure 4.4. Chunk 4 medium dense cloud overlapping area with Chunk 3, note model has been textured.

A previously un-encountered error occurred in the processing of the mesh. In Chunk 2 the
processing had excessively trimmed the edge of the model and disconnected sections,
removing much of the top and bottom of the cliffs, particularly at the original control site.
The reduction of the face count from high to medium resolved the issue but the cause is still
unknown. As mentioned above Chunks 3, 6 and seven failed to process with medium dense
clouds, but no issues were encountered with the low dense clouds.
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The application of the texture proved the most difficult out the processing stages of this
attempt. Trial runs of varying texture counts were run in order to determine the maximum
texture the computer would be able to apply before batch processing to all chunks. Although
a single texture count of 14000 was achieved, it was unable to be reproduced reliably, so a
texture count of 12000 was used. The result was very grainy which would call any geological
interpretations made from the model questionable. The most difficult to see contact from the
control site within Chunk 2 could be identified, but could not be called clear. Areas of
interpolation in the mesh have made the accuracy of more subtle features within the cliff also
questionable. These two issues combined to justify another attempt at processing.
A gradual selection of 1% component connection size was used to reduce the amount of
disconnected blobs around the model (in all chunks but Chunk 1, in which doing so would
have deleted most of the chunk), whilst leaving larger disconnected features which often
associate with rock platforms within the model untouched. Excessive or large non-connect
vegetation was also removed using a selection tool to finalise and tidy up the model.
Aligning and Merging of Chunks
Initially the aligning of Attempt Two used the point based alignment method, which works
using the same principles as standard image alignment matching common points between
Chunks. After 38 hours of processing, 251 hours were still predicted as the processing time
left, as shown by Figure 4.5. The program itself would not respond for minutes at a time, so
the process was aborted. The program does not provide the estimated time till completion for
up to an hour on longer processes.

Figure 4.5. Alignment processing of all 7 Chunks to one another.

A general merge was also attempted which relied on the geotagged based co-ordinates of
each chunk to align. This was done knowing the inaccuracy of the GPS points of the
geotagging and was to be used as a rough cut close approximation. The merging process
seemed to work fast and successfully, however the resultant merged chunks have not been
able to be viewed, as it caused the program to crash each time the newly created merged
chunk was attempted to be viewed. This merge was attempted on only 2 of the 7 chunks in
order to try and reduce the size of resultant chunk, but the same crashing of the program
occurred when trying to view this new created merged chunk.
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Another approach to aligning was undertaking using markers. This required the manual
marking of common points between two chunks which would be a match. With the use of 6
markers at the edge of each chunk, all chunks which had successfully produced overlaps were
aligned. The merging process was successful when merging 2 chunks together and they were
able to be displayed. The response time of the program when manipulating and navigating
this new chunk was however incredibly slow. When merging 3 or more chunks, the same
issue of the newly formed merged chunk being unable to be displayed occurred. The reason
for this error is unknown but is most probably due to the computer being unable to render the
large volume of data. No attempt was made to merge the chunks without the texture already
applied, due to the knowledge that no texture count high enough would be able to be applied
to this newly merged large chunk that would be of high enough count to be of use. As was
established by the texture count application within this attempt to each chunk, no texture
count high enough could be applied to prevent the model being grainy due to the processing
limitations from the used computer. If all of the chunks meshes were merged, and texture
applied, the texture of any one square meter would be 1/7th of the resolution held by each
individual chunk.
Although two chunks were able to be merged at any one time, and the cliff was successfully
created in sections, the resulting model was not produced to a high enough quality to be
useful in making confident geological interpretations. A new approach to deal with the
limitations of the used computer system was devised to try and improve the likelihood that
geological interpretations can be made from that model with much higher certainty.
4.2.3 Processing Attempt 3
A Master Chunk was created, which was run on the lowest possible dense cloud settings.
Twenty four smaller chunks were then created by dividing the image data set into chunks of
fifty images, and then adding ten images from either side of these fifty images within the data
set to produce an overlap within each chunk to its neighbouring chunks, creating chunks of
seventy images. The aim of this run was to create a low quality background chunk of the
entire site, which could then have small higher resolution chunks aligned on top of this larger
chunk. These smaller high resolution chunks could then be manually cycled through to view
any point of interest, while larger measurements would be able to be made from the master
chunk.
The alignment settings (Table 4.4) for this attempt were kept the same as previous runs. High
settings were used in the modelling of the Master Chunk, as it was seen to be within the
computer’s capability when the referenced pair selection function, was enabled. This was
only possible due to the geotagged data attached within the EXIF files of every image used.
The referenced function caused only images within a certain distance of each other to have a
point alignment conducted. This allowed an almost unlimited sized lineal site to be aligned,
due to the dramatic reduction in RAM required to hold onto all the relative pixel positions
and information at any one time. This can be seen as aligning a whole series of small data
sets rather than a humungous data set all at once.
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Table 4.4. Alignment settings Attempt 3 main site processing of the main site.

Alignment
Chunks 1-24
 Accuracy - High
 pair selection – Disabled or
Referenced
 Constrain by masks – Yes
 Key Point: 40000
 Tie Point: 1000

Master






Accuracy - High
pair selection – Referenced
Constrain by masks – Yes
Key Point: 40000
Tie Point: 100

The same regions of cliff which presented as problematic from the second attempt at
processing once again presented issues within this alignment attempt, and the same methods
used to deal with these issues were repeated within this processing attempt and produced very
similar results. In addition some chunks required pair selection – referenced to be turned on,
in order to align such as Chunk 16. The usefulness of the geotagging in this stage was well
beyond what was expected. The geotagging enabled the model to jump sections of not
enough overlap such as the Marely and Wattamolla beaches, and restart the construction of
the model on the other side of the insufficient data. Without the geotagging this would not
have been possible. The accuracy of the geo-tagging for each image within the used data set
can be found within Appendix 5 as image overlap Figures, estimated camera location
accuracy Figures and EXIF based DEM Figures.
Build Dense Cloud
A medium dense cloud has been concluded as the highest quality dense cloud able to be
processed by the used computer system, so was applied to all the small chunks (Table 4.5).
The 1256 images used in the master chunk, were the most images attempted at once within
this study, so the dense cloud was set to the lowest possible setting available (Table 4.5).
Table 4.5. Dense cloud settings Attempt 3, processing of the main site.

Chunks 1-24
 Quality: Medium
 Depth Filtering Aggressive

Master
 Quality: Lowest
 Depth Filtering Aggressive

Build Mesh
The main alteration to the previous processing attempts of this stage was the disabling of
interpolation within Chunks 1-24 (Table 4.6). This was done in line with the conclusions
from the second processing attempt, that the interpolation introduces new smoothed features
which do not coincide directly with any collected data, but is a construct based on probability
by of the computer program. The Master Chunk was left with same settings previously
established.
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Table 4.6. Mesh construction settings Attempt 3, processing of the main site.

Chunks 1-24
 Surface type – Arbitrary
 Source Data – Dense cloud
 Face Count – High
 Interpolation – Disabled
 Point classes – All

Master
 Surface type – Arbitrary
 Source Data – Dense cloud
 Face Count – High
 Interpolation – Enabled
 Point classes – All

The lack of interpolation resulted in a more accurate representation of the cliffs, but has made
automatic noise reducing, using tools such as the gradual selection tool, impossible due to all
excessive amounts of the produced polygons not being connect to one another, but still
approximating the cliff surface extremely well. Disabling the interpolation also produced a
large number of small holes on the cliff surface. These holes were focussed in areas which
were not obtained in the data mainly due to the low shot angles, relative to the cliff, of the
entire data set but also from geographical features such as deep caves. This meant the
majority of holes were at the top of the cliff or on sloped surfaces. Figure 4.6 displays an
example of some of the resulting holes, which otherwise would have been filled by a
homogeneous smooth layer by PhotoScan’s interpolation algorithms. The creation of these
holes was the aim of turning off the interpolation, to insure these regions were known for
having no data, not as smooth areas of the outcrop which could be miss-interpreted.
The Master Chunk was initially created using a low face count but was later tried with a high
face count. This was successfully produced, providing further strong evidence that the dense
cloud size is by far the main control for processing limitations of the mesh, and a high face
count should almost always be used. All other settings (Table 4.6) were left the same as the
best suited established settings from the modelling of the control site.
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Figure 4.6. Holes produced from disabling of interpolation.

Build Texture
This processing stage took 96 hours to complete, with four hours per chunk. The texture
count used is the same as that established as the highest possible count that can be used with
the current computer system, but is very close to the computers maximum capabilities. This
dramatically increased the processing time for each chunk. The master chunk was left untextured as no foreseeable useful texture quality would be able to be produced, and any
texture that was produced would slow the response time of the program when moving and
manipulating the already very large amount of data within the master chunk.
Table 4.7. Texture settings used in attempt 3 processing of the main site.

Chunks 1-24
 Mapping Mode: Generic
 Blending mode: Mosaic (default)
 Texture size/count: 12000
 Colour correction: Not enabled

Master
No texture was applied

The resulting textures applied to Chunks 1-24 were of exceptional quality. All large
geological features such as channel contacts were clearly identifiable. Finer details such as
the internal bedding structures of each channel could be made out with reasonable clarity in
most, but not on all sections of the cliff. This processing attempt was seen as highly
successful and is seen as the final produced model of this study. The PhotoScan workspace
can be found as Appendix 7 and all produced small chunks along with the master chunk and
initial control site can be cycled between by the user.
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Chunk Alignment and Geo-referencing
The main concept for geo-referencing within the processing of Attempt 3 was to
georeferenced the master chunk, and to then align the smaller chunks onto the Master Chunk,
resulting in the geo-referencing of the smaller chunks through their alignment to the Master
chunk. A marker based alignment in this processing attempt was deemed unpractical after
4/24 chunks were aligned to the master chunk with great difficulties, in identifying common
points between the high quality small chunks and the low quality of the master chunk. So as
an alternative camera based alignment was used in order to align all the chunks quickly. This
works by using the estimated camera position of each aligned image, and placing the
corresponding image of the same file name in the same spatial locations as one another. This
process was incredibly fast but resulted in a small difference in spatial locations between the
master chunk and Chunks 1-24. This has been concluded to be a result of the different
settings used during the construction of the model, and is a combination of how tightly the
mesh has been able to be wrapped over the lowest density cloud of the Master Chunk, in
comparison to the medium dense cloud used for Chunks 1-24. As established by processing
attempt 2, merging the chunks together was impractical within the computer system being
used, however the alignment allowed navigation within the Master Chunk which provided
greater context to all of the smaller chunks. Cycling through of each small chunk allowed any
specific point of interest to be viewed in higher resolution.
The processing power limitations on the computer meant that the project had to be divided
into smaller chunks. These chunks (as can be seen in appendix 5) define their own spatial
extents, which were not well aligned with one another, due to the variations within the error
ellipses of the models. When applied over the expanse of the whole site, this has resulted in
what appears to be a bend within the overall model. The basal depth of the DEM within
chunk 17 (Appendix 5) of 19.3061 m with juxtaposition to the -5.43108 m basal depth of the
neighbouring chunk 18, highlights this issue.
In order to force the model into a measurable spatial extent, geo-referencing was completed
by turning off the EXIF data, geotagged co-ordinates attached to each image, and then adding
markers within the WGS84 co-ordinate system, from accurate spatial data as shown by
Figure 4.8 (Land and Property Information 2008, 2013). Using the refresh function within the
reference tab caused the model to update, and reposition to the now spatially correct location
of the model. This also updated the spatial distance parameters, making distance
measurements now possible within a decent accuracy. To further increase the likelihood of
accurate measurements, the distance between each of these points were measured within
ArcMap, and the same distance was set as a fixed scale between the associated points within
the model. This created a very accurate scaling of the model. The internal PhotoScan
predictions of accuracy can be seen in Figure 4.7 and final predicted accuracy in Table 4.8.
Information on the overlap between images, estimated camera location accuracy and an EXIF
based DEM can be found in Appendix 5.
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Figure 4.7. Aspects of reference table and internal PhotoScan error estimations.
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Figure 4.8. Map of Site location and location of points used to Geo-reference the model (Land and Property
Information 2008, 2013). Geo_Ref_Pts_WGS84 are labelled as points 1 to 10 from north to south respectively within
PhotoScan (Figure 4.7).

4.2.4 Combining Old and New Images
This is a brief exploration into combining images of the same area taken at different times.
Throughout the control site modelling combining some of the older and new imagery was
attempted but did not succeed. With the minority set of images failing to align within the
majority image set. It is important to note however that during this stage severe brightness
issues were being combated, which would have limited compatibility between the image sets.
As a result only a direct comparison can be made between data sets taken when the camera
was left on fully automatic, combining the most successful run from trial five of the control
site, CobblersHighmedHigh with the final data set collected from the larger site between
Bundeena and Wattamolla.
To achieve this, the image set used to create CobblersHighmedHigh was imported into the
workspace for the whole site as an individual chunk, this then had a series of images added
from the whole site data set which covered the control site and provided some extra coverage
farther to the north. The chunk totalled 378 images after combining. The masks and markers
used in the original run from CobblersHighmedHigh were also exported and then reimported into the newly created chunk. This new chunk was then run on same settings as its
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initial processing of high alignment, medium dense cloud and high mesh size, with a texture
count of 12000.
Adding the additional images from the perspective of the boat worked incredibly well
combining almost seamlessly into the existing images, extending the model around the point
of the control site. This greatly added to the context of the mud units which could now be
viewed with an elbowed trench perspective. Both images sets were taken on days of similar
weather conditions with nearly full sun; however the angle of the sun was greatly different
with the control site images being taken in the early morning whereas the boat based images
were taken at midday. This provides strong evidence that images taken at different times are
able to be combined to form a single model, at least when the camera is left in fully automatic.
Figure 4.9 shows the control site before combining as the bottom image, and the top image
after combining.

B

A
Figure 4.9. Comparison of (A) pre and (B) post combining of different image sets of the same location.

4.3 Field confirmations and facies mapping
4.3.1 Model checks
Field confirmations were completed by re-visiting the initial control site, checking
preliminary interpretations made from the control site within the larger model, as well as
taking a series of measurements of distances of identifiable geographical features within the
resultant model. These measurements were taken with either a tape measure or a range finder.
A total of 9 measurements were made, ranging between 2 to 183 m and at least one
measurement directly relatable to either the x, y or z axis within the model. These
measurements were plotted onto an orthophoto printout (Figure 4.11) of the site to reduce any
human error when replotting these measured locations on the exact corresponding spot within
the model.
Only seven of the field confirmation check measurements were able to be plotted within the
model. This was primarily due to the infield measurements taken to represent the true
distance whereas the model was only able to measure distance along the surface of cliff, as
shown in Figure 4.10. It is important to note that angles cannot be extracted from PhotoScan
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for the correct measurements through trigonometry to be made. A comparison between the
infield measurements and the measurements extracted from within the model can be seen in
Table 4.8, and are plotted onto Figure 4.11.
During field checks, channel features such as erosional surfaces were also identified and
positions noted, to be cross-referenced with the resultant interpretations from the exported
orthophotos. This was done with the hope of identifying the limitations of the resolution of
the final produced exports from the modelling process and the data set being used. Several
additional returning trips were made to various locations around the main study site, to
confirm identifications made in the preliminary results, as well as to inspect areas of
ambiguity in the model in areas such as Big and Little Marley Beach’s where the model was
poorly constructed, and much of the outcropping was covered by sand. Other field
confirmation visits include north of Cobblers and Wattamolla.

Field

Cliff

Model

Cliff

Line measured
Points which must be defined to measure
between within the model
Projection out from cliff to measure true
height
Note: The cliff face within the model where these measurements were taken
was smoothed to a slope, where it was not smooth in reality.

Figure 4.10. Field confirmation measurements verse measurements within the model, limiting measurements to either
vertical or horizontal axes for comparisons.
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Table 4.8. Model accuracy, average does not include values from measurements A or B due to the effect described in
Figure 4.10.

Measurement
Field
Label
Measurement
A
5.8
B
1.07
C
33.5
D
7.8
E
1.8
F
9.8
G
183
Average Accuracy (%)

Master
Chunk
Measurement
N/A
N/A
35.2
8.09
1.95
9.27
179

Small Chunk
Measurement
6.6
1.1
35.6
7.6
1.81
9.74
187

Field verses
Master
Accuracy
N/A
N/A
0.95170
0.96415
0.92308
1.05717
1.02235
98.36910

Field verses
Small
Accuracy
0.87878
0.97272
0.94101
1.02632
0.99448
1.00616
0.97861
98.93144
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Figure 4.11. Preliminary annotated Chunks 6 and 5 with field confirmation measurements plotted.
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Chapter 5 – Results
5.1 Method development
The final method can be found as Figure 5.1. Key aspects of the PhotoScan specific
workflow are discussed in Table 6.2.
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Purpose of
Model

Presentation or
Supplementary
Graphic

Measurements
and
interpretations

Find the highest pixel value camera
possible, Place or identify clearly visible
scaled objects in the area of interest that
will be covered by as many of the
images as possible. If a smaller site, take
accurate GPS location for these points.

Using a 5 MP or better camera,
capture as many JPG images as
possible of the target area, with
at least one scaled object
within the modelled area.

Use a geo-tagging device
where greater than 180 degrees
of sky coverage is obtainable.
This is extremely helpful in
both data management, as well
as the alignment stage of
processing.

Leave the camera in
fully automatic and set
to RAW if possible,
using
lenses
with
minimal distortion.

Use a geo-tagging device
where greater than 180 degrees
of sky coverage is obtainable.
This is extremely helpful in
both data management, as well
as the alignment stage of
processing.

Convert the images into a TIFF
(Tagged Image File Format)
using software than can
maintain EXIF (Exchangeable
Image
File,
aka
image
metadata) data.

Take as many images as
possible from as many
angles
as
possible,
maintaining a 50-60%
overlap
between
the
images (stereo pairs).

If any issues arise from image
quality, e.g. brightness issues,
pre-process the images with
uniform algorithm colour
adjustments.

Deciding whether or not to
divide the project into small
sections, this is dependent on:
1.The number of photos, their
resolution, overlap, quality
level as well as on the shape of
the object of interest.
2.Memory consumption also
significantly depends on the
kind of object being processed,
e.g. Linier.

Consult following table,
provided by Agisoft for a
rough guide line of the
maximum processing possible
for the amount of RAM a
computer has to the amount of
images to be processed.

(Agisoft
2016)

Produce masks to remove unwanted
features, e.g. sky, water and half
naked fishermen. This reduces the
amount of processing required as
well as creating a more crisp final
model.

Remove bad quality images, using
the image quality estimation tool,
delete images with a low score (final
processing of this project removed all
images of 0.4 and under). Removing
images may cause the loss of overlap
in the data set, so care must be taken
during the removal.

PhotoScan general work
flow: Alignment, Build
dense cloud, Build mesh,
Apply texture (See

Table 6.2).

Add as many accurate GPS
points as possible, if possible
measure the distances between
each GPS externally from
PhotoScan, update the model
for geo-reference.

If holes are present within the model,
additional images are required, capture
the supplementary images in as similar
lighting conditions as possible.

Finished Model
Export to third party program or make
interpretations

Figure 5.1 Flow diagram of final method used for both data capture and processing.
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5.2 Facies Mapping
The geological structure mapping results of this project are interpretations made from
viewing the various models created within PhotoScan from the final processing run (Attempt
3, see section 4.2.3) and its associated exports. Figure 5.2 shows the corresponding location
of the high resolution smaller modelled sections in relation to the larger master model, which
was used for navigation between models, as well as for long contextual distance
measurements.

Figure 5.2. Map of all model (Chunk) locations relative to the master chunk (whole site).

Interpretations were extracted from the 3D models and plotted onto 2D exported orthophotos
(Figures 5.4 – 5.25 and Appendix 4), which had a texture count of 20000 pixels. Appendix 4
contains all annotated orthophotos within a more viewer friendly format with a higher
resolution. It is important to note that the main source of interpreted data was the 3D models,
with minor additions from the 2D orthophotos as they possessed a higher textural resolution
than their 3D counterpart models. Only the 2D annotated orthophotos are presented within
this results section, but shaded texture 3D PDF’s of each small chunk can be found in the
Appendix 8 folder, and the Master Chunk as Appendix 6. The main project folder can be
found as Appendix 7 and can be opened in Agisoft PhotoScan, in either a demo or full
version for viewing. Appendix 5 contains accuracy data on the used data set. Chunks 2 and
14 were of too shallow an angle to be constructed effectively from the single angle data
capture. Due to this, these chunks were unable to be annotated and are not present in either
Appendix 4 or Figures 5.4 – 5.25.
Each identified facies was given a numeric label beginning at number 2 in the south and
continuing to number 24 in the north, to assist in identifying the continuity of each facies
element. In areas where a single facies element was found to split into two notably different
facies, an alphabetical addition was added to the label to maintain a differentiation between
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each distinct deposition element. A summary of each facies/channel element can be found in
Table 5.1, and graphically within Figure 5.4 – 5.24 and Appendix 4.
Table 5.1. Summary of dimensions and observations of identified facie units within Figures 5.4 – 5.24.

Channel
Number

Exposed outcrop
length (± 20 m)

Range of average
outcrop thickness

Maximum outcrop
thickness

Visible in

200 m (progresses out of No defined bottom No defined bottom
modelled region)
contact within
contact within
300 m (reappears in
modelled region
modelled region
Chunks 21 & 20)
Notes: Bottom most exposed channel within modelled region, whole channel may
just be a reactivation with channel 3, however due to the limited amount of outcrop
modelled is unknown.

Chunks 24,
21, and 20.

2

Figure 5.4,
5.7, and 5.8.

746 m (progresses out
3–6m
6m
of modelled region)
870 m (reappears in
Chunks 21 & 20)
Notes: Very fine grained upper portion, strongly horizontally bedded lower portion.
Channel elements 2 and 3 may be the same channel.

Chunks 24,
23, 21 and 20.

2010m
8 – 10 m
10 m
(Crosses Wattamolla
Bay)
Notes: Well defined internal reactivation surface in southern portions (Chunk 24),
split into 4a and 4b. Predominately strongly bedded coarse grained sandstone, large
scour bases visible within Chunk 24, cutting into channel 3. The jump in tracking the
facie across Wattamolla Bay proved difficult. The basal contact between channel 4
and channel 3 is extremely well defined by multiple large sand and mudstone
conglomerates.

Chunks 24 –
18.

3

4

2720 m
10 – 20 m
22 m
(Crosses Wattamolla
Bay)
Notes: Is a very complex channel element. It possessed three distinct different
reactivation surfaces, 5a, 5b and 5c. 5b showed further signs of another internal
reactivation surface as 5ba and 5bb. The jump in tracking the facie across
Wattamolla Bay proved difficult, producing an ambiguity between channel 4 and
5a/5b. This is highlighted by the large confluence structure in Chunk 21.
5

3800 m
3 – 25 m
32 m
(Crosses Wattamolla
Bay)
Notes: Is very thin in southern exposed areas, averaging between 3 and 5 m in
thickness, and steadily increasing is thickness north of Wattamolla Bay. One notable
reappearing internal reactivation surface, 6a and 6b. A 1 – 2 m thick section of
laminated muds and sands can be found at the contact between 6a and 6b. 6b could
quite possibly be a different channel element all together from 6a, especially with the
development of channel elements 9 and 11 separating 6a and 6b in Chunk 16 and 15;
however the boundary between 6a and 6b is laterally discontinuous in southern
portions of the site.
6

Figures 5.4,
5.5, 5.7 and
5.8.

Figures 5.4 –
5.10.

Chunks 24 –
17.
Figures 5.4 –
5.11.

Chunks 24 –
15.
Figures 5.4 –
5.13.
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(Disappears and
3 – 16 m
18 m
reappears over Marley
Beach’s -950 m from
total exposure)
5300 m (total distance
from first to last
exposure)
Notes: Has three distinct internal reactivation surfaces, 7a, 7b and 7c. Medium grain
size with fine bedding structures. The reactivation surface between 7a and 7b is very
obvious, due to the finning up within 7a, which then restarts in 7b, but is not laterally
continuous. A large conglomerate can also be seen within chunk 12 separating 7b
and 7c, but once again the reactivation is discontinuous laterally, preventing 7c from
being labelled as a separate channel unit. This section of the cliff was too remote be
accessed for field checks.
7

Chunks 23 –
11
Figures 5.5 –
5.16

400 m
10 – 16 m
16 m
(Crosses Wattamolla
(unconfined in
(where confined)
Bay)
southern sections of
1800 m
site).
(Disappears and
reappears over Marley
Beach’s)
1800 m
5650 m (total distance
from first to last
exposure)
Notes: This channel element if the main capping layer of the southern section of the
site. This has caused a great variability to the continuity of its outcropping, dependant
on the cliff height/topography. The contact between 7b and 8 was very defined by the
change in grain size, as well as a fine conglomerate.

Chunks 23,
22, 19 – 16,
13 – 9,

670 m
5–9m
9.8 m
9
Notes: Appears between 6a and 6b, pinching out in the south, disappears in the sand
under Little Marley Beach in the north. Separate 6a and 6b. Laminated mud and
sandstone in upper portion of the unit, well defined just before pinching out in the far
left of Chunk 16.
370 m
≤ 8.2 m
8.2 m
10
(Disappears and
(unconfined for
(where confined)
reappears over Marley
large amount of
Beach’s)
exposure)
790 m
2110 m (total distance
from first to last
exposure)
Notes: Appears between 7b and 6b, pinching out within Chunk 16 to the south.
Disappears within in Chunk 12 to the north by dropping below sea level. This unit
for the vast majority of its outcropping was found at sea level and was obscured by
rock falls. From the outcropping south of Little Marley Beach the channel unit can be
characterised as the lower portion having a very strongly north east palaeoflow
bedding direction, and a horizontally bedded upper portion.

Chunks 17 –
15.

8

Figures 5.5,
5.6, 5.9 –
5.12, 5.14 –
5.18

Figures 5.11
– 5.13
Chunks 16 –
11.
Figures 5.12
– 5.16
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150 m
1–2m
2m
11
Notes: This element appeared between units 9 and 6b, pinching out in the south and
disappearing beneath the sands of Little Marley Beach. It is characterised as being
very small but well defined, due to both a basal and overlying quartz pebble
conglomerate contacts (see insert Chunk 16, Figure 5.12). This channel was only
identified within field checks having been failed to be seen within the orthophotos.

Chunks 16
and 15.
Figures 5.12
and 5.13.

2410 m
10 – 20 m
23.5 m
12
Notes: At least one internal reactivation surface defined by large scour bases and one
noted confluence. Possibilities for more reactivation surfaces but are not as well
defined and very discontinuous. Channel is characterised by these occasional large
internal discontinuous internal scour bases, and predominately horizontal bedded or
massive sandstones. Large mud stone clasts can be found at the base of these scour
bases. The most likely scenario is 12b has eroded completely through 12a, with only
small sections of 12a remaining; however the discontinuity in the erosional contact
prevents 12a being classed as a separate channel. Laminated mudstone and
sandstones can be found in the upper portions thick portions of channel 12. A
possible tributary channel can be seen near the pinching out of 12b, Chunk 9.

Chunks 13 –
8.

28750 m
13 – 21 m
21.5 m
13
Notes: Channels 13 and 14 start as two distinct channels in the southern portion of
the site, until in chunk 8 the distinguishing erosional contact separating the two
channels slowly fades out. There is a possibility that channel 14 disappears within an
area of no outcrop, however this is seen as unlikely as well defined erosional contact
can be seen at the base of channel 15, and would require the size of channel 13 to
rapidly increase at a rate unseen in any other channel within the site, excluding the
mudstone based units 18 and 19. The reason for this joining of two other wise
distinct channel units is not clearly understood, although could be explained by the
convergence of large tributary channels. After the joining an average width of 18 m
was observed in confined sections; however total the majority of outcropping post
joining of 13 and 14 is unconfined with the basal contact being below sea level.

Chunks 13 –
6.

Figures 5.14
– 5.18.

Figures 5.14
– 5.21.

(majority of
21 m
outcrop is
unconfined)
Notes: Channel 14 has very limited outcropping within the modelled region, this has
occurred to it being the main capping layer between chunks 12 and 9, and was failed
to be captured mainly from the single angled data set used, as well as heavy
vegetation along the top of the cliffs. The basal erosional contact is very well defined
by a very continuous sand and mudstone conglomerate, with particularly large
mudstone clasts. This is particularly visible below the scale bar within Chunk 10.

Chunks 12 –
6.

1590 m
20 – 23 m
23.7 m
15
Notes: This channel unit is one of the most distinct units exposed within the whole
site. The upper portion of the unit is comprised of up to 10 m of laminated mudstone
and sandstone, with an increase in the thickness of the mud laminates higher within
the unit. The lower portion of channel 15 is characterised by a multitude of small
scale cross-bedding.

Chunks 9 – 5.

≥ 1970 m
1–7m
12 m
16
Notes: Channel 16 is a relative thin unit, comprised of fine grained material. Could
very easily be confused as a lower part of channel 17; however a well-defined
continuous erosional contact can be observed between the two. A key point of
interest within this unit is the extremely well preserved and defined gutter casts

Chunks 8 – 3.

14

2750 m
(intermittently exposed)

Figures 5.15
– 5.21.

Figures 5.18
– 5.22.

Figures 5.19
– 5.24.
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cutting into the softer mudstone units of 18 and 19. Dramatically increases thickness
within Chunk 5 before becoming unconfined by the basal contact dropping below sea
level as it progresses to the north east. This channel also had an easterly recorded
palaeoflow by in field checks.
1595 m
5 – 10 m
14.1 m
(progresses out of
modelled region)
Notes: This unit is the main capping layer at the Cobblers control site. It is
characterised by a clearly defined massive lower section, strongly north east bedded
middle section and a fine grained upper section. Key internal structures include a
field confirmed seismite within Chunks 5 and 4, and clearly identifiable bank
collapse slump structures within Chunk 4, which accounts for the massive lower
section of the unit.

Chunks 7 – 3.

7 – 10 m (excludes
12 m
pinching in and
out)
Notes: Channels 18 and 19 are by far the most unique channels within the study site.
The composition is primarily mudstone with a small sand component. The lower
strength of the mudstone has also allowed larger structures to be formed, and features
such as channel 16’s gutter casts to become so defined. The internal bedding within
the mudstone suggests an infilling basin like environment, most probably as an
abandoned channel slowly infilled by overbank events. The overall thickness of
channel 18 is highly varied.

Chunks 6 and
5.

340 m
8 – 10 m
12 m
19
Notes: Channels 18 and 19 are by far the most unique channels within the study site.
The composition is primarily mudstone with a small sand component. The lower
strength of the mudstone has also allowed larger structures to be formed, and features
such as channel 16’s gutter casts to become so defined. The internal bedding within
the mudstone suggests an infilling basin like environment, most probably as an
abandoned channel slowly infilled by overbank events. The overall thickness of
channel 19 is highly varied.

Chunks 6 and
5.

17

18

315 m

7m
Tributary
Channel
Notes: Tributary channel.

7 x 10 m

10 m

49 m
3 – 4.5 m
4.6 m
20
Notes: Channel 20 is one of only four channels identified to be flowing perpendicular
to the cliff with identified trough-bedding structures. Although this area is accessible
within the field, large swells prevented close examination.
≥ 183 m
(progresses out of
modelled region)

Unknown
Unknown
(Is at no point
confined within
modelled outcrop)
Notes: This channel one of only four channels identified to be flowing perpendicular
to the cliff (easterly palaeoflow) with identified trough-bedding structures. Both the
measurements and internal bedding of this channel was confirmed by field checks.
21

Figures 5.20
– 5.24.

Figures 5.21
and 5.22.

Figures 5.21
and 5.22.

Chunk 6.
Figure 5.21.
Chunks 6 and
5.
Figures 5.21
and 5.22.
Chunks 5 and
4.
Figures 5.22
and 5.23.
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325 m
0.5 – 1.5 m
1.5 m
22
Notes: Channel 22 appears approximately halfway along the length of Chunk 5. Very
quickly drop below sea level towards the north. High chance of having a greater
thickness due to how close it become unconfined within the outcropping after it
pinches out to the south.
≥ 715 m
(progresses out of
modelled region)

Unknown
Unknown
(Is at no point
confined within
modelled outcrop)
Notes: Appears just after the disappearance of channel 21, easterly palaeoflow
identified within field checks.
23

24

380 m
(progresses out of
modelled region)

Unknown
(Is at no point
confined within
modelled outcrop)

Unknown

Notes: Almost not visible outcrop; however basal contact is observed.

Chunk 5.
Figure 5.22

Chunks 5 – 3.
Figures 5.22
– 5.24.

Chunks 4 and
3.
Figures 5.23
and 5.24.
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Figure 5.3. Annotation key to Figures 5.4 – 5.25.

Figure 5.4. Chunk 24, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.5. Chunk 23, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.
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Figure 5.6. Chunk 22, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.7. Chunk 21, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.8. Chunk 20, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.9. Chunk 19, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.
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Figure 5.10. Chunk 18, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.11. Chunk 17, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.12. Chunk 16, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.13. Chunk 15, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.14. Chunk 13, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.
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Figure 5.15. Chunk 12, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.16. Chunk 11, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.17. Chunk 10, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.18. Chunk 9, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.19. Chunk 8, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.
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Figure 5.20. Chunk 7, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.21. Chunk 6, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.22. Chunk 5, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.23. Chunk 4, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.24. Chunk 3, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.

Figure 5.25. Chunk 1, Refer to Figure 5.2 for relative location within overall site; see Appendix 4 for higher resolution.
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Chapter 6 - Discussion
This chapter discusses the results from this study and their significance, as well as the
limitations and advantages of the methodology which was used to produce the results. Whilst
also comparing the method to other alternative approaches which could have been taken. The
main aim of this thesis was to construct a robust methodology to allow the remote
interpretation of areas which are either difficult to reach or too dangerous for traditional field
techniques. Although the resulting interpretations and measurements are still of significance,
the fact that they were able to be extracted verifies the approach taken to obtain them.

6.1 The method development
The rarity of the bedding structures found at the Cobblers increased the interest in creating
the test model at this location (Miall and Jones 2003). The Cobblers geology is predominately
mudstone and laminated muds and sandstone, with a cross-bedded to massive sandstone
capping layer. The rare aspect is in the form of the large mudstone channels, which make up
the central portion of the cliff face. These mudstone channels can be seen to extend further
north on the exposed cliff in Figure 4.9b and Figure 4.11. They are thought to have formed by
the infilling of abandoned channels during overbank events (Miall and Jones 2003). These
features, when combined with the features mentioned in section 3.1, of accessibility and site
layout, made this location ideal for the method development. The final produced model of
this site alone was of great interest, as a demonstrative tool.
The method development stage of this study initially explored the data capture methods used
by the University of Tasmania (2015);which used manual camera settings, and JPG formats.
Their work was mostly restricted to smaller sites of less dynamic environments than those
explored within this study. The application of these data collection methods within the highly
variable coastal environment of this study proved exceedingly difficult due to large variations
in light intensity. This occurred from the varying camera angles needed to capture the cliff
line from either above or below, and the changing reflection values from movement in
waterbodies. The slow alteration in light values from the changing time of day also had a
heavy impact and caused changes in the shadowing of the cliff face. The use of the constant
camera settings was unable to deal with these changing conditions.
During the processing, comparisons were made between models produced using TIFF like
that in the studies by Frankl et al. (2015), Javernick et al. (2014), Jiroušek et al. (2014) and
Tavani et al. (2014), versus models produced using the JPG format like that of University of
Tasmania (2015). The ideal outcome was seen to be that the JPG format worked as well as, or
better than the TIF format, due to the massive difference in file sizes. This would remove the
associated difficulties in data management of the TIFF files at 80 MB an image, compared to
JPG’s 2-3 MB per-image. This did not however eventuate. The JPG formatted files
consistently underperformed when compared to the TIFF files, so long as no pre-processing
image alterations were made.
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The difference in performance was most apparent in the image alignment stage and the final
constructed depth of field within the model. Although PhotoScan’s software manufacturer
Agisoft (2013) recommends that no pre-processing or alterations be made to image data sets
for optimum results, due to the consistent darkness issues which were encountered during the
initial data captures some pre-processing attempts were made. Three methods of preprocessing were attempted independently of one another. The auto-adjust colours tool within
Infranview, the remove shadows tool from Photoshop, and an increase in brightness tool also
in Photoshop. In all three cases this improved the performance of JPG data sets, but rendered
the TIFF data sets useless. Although the JPG data sets did improve, they were not brought up
to a level where the darkened data sets were of a usable quality.
The limited computer hardware available immensely impacted this study. It was unknown
initially quite how hardware intensive PhotoScan was. This resulted in extremely long
processing times, as well as limitations on the final achievable quality of the models. Similar
issues were noted by Bevan et al. (2014), even on their much more well equipped 64 GB
RAM computer system compared to this studies 8 GB of RAM. The extremely long
processing times meant that a number of weeks were required to explore all options of
processing on the sub-standard data sets (from the initial data captures), before it could be
concluded with confidence that another attempt at data collection would be required. This
caused major time constraints on this study.
The successful run CobblersHighmedHigh was the combination of all the knowledge gained
from previous processing runs to identify the optimum settings possible within the context of
the available equipment including the computer hardware. The settings from this run are seen
in Table 6.1. Table 3.3 acts as a key to the used contractions. The masks effectively removed
the sky and larger sections of ocean. The aggressive depth filtering was found to be the most
effective at modelling non-smooth objects. Although in this run adaptive orthophoto was
used as the texture mosaicking setting, little visual difference was noticed between this and
the generic mosaicking setting. The adaptive orthophoto did however consume more of the
computers RAM during texturing, reducing the size of the maximum texture count that could
be used. The summarized meaning of the final settings can be found in the tables below
(Table 6.1 and Table 6.2).
Table 6.1. Most successful setting from processing; CobblersHighmedHigh.

File
Input
Type
TIF
Mask

Align Settings
Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Dense Cloud
Settings
Qu – Med
DF - Agressive

Mesh Settings
ST – Arbitrary
SD – Dense Cloud
FC – High
Int – Enabled
PC – All

Texture Settings
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
BM – Mosaic
TS/C – 10000
CC – Not Enabled
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Table 6.2. Summarised approach that should be taken in respect to each stage of the PhotoScan workflow; for this
study the optimum settings were found to be: high alignment, medium dense cloud size, high mesh count, and a
texture count of 12000.

Alignment

Build dense cloud

This is the most important and time
consuming stage. Large amounts of images
may need to be manually realigned in small
groups, and areas of not enough overlap
between images will be identified.

The size of the dense cloud is the biggest
limitation to the processing constraints of the
model. Limiting the size of the dense cloud
will have more effect on the processing
limitations compared with the limiting the
mesh settings.

Build Mesh

Texture

Almost always able to run on high settings, Use as high a texture count as possible,
complexity is a derivative of the dense cloud within the computer processing limits.
size.

The main attempt to geo-reference the control site with RTK-GPS points failed due to
technical issues. Although a backup set of points using a theodolite total station was obtained,
this data set was seen as less than ideal due to difficulty in relocating each point taken to
within a precision that would not destroy the accuracy of the data. It was decided that this
data would only be applied if the ArcGIS extraction of points from a geo-referenced DEM
and RGB data frame, was unable to provide sufficient accuracy in the geo-referencing of the
larger site. The points taken from ArcGIS were not used to geo-reference the Cobblers
control site as availability of identifiable points from the resolution in the spatial data was too
low to for the number of points required. Although the use of a base-station connected RTK
should not have presented as an issue, it highlights the risk of relying on non-project specific
equipment, and if satisfactory accuracy can be achieved otherwise, having an alternative
method is advised (Rizos 2002).
The addition of a standard Geo-tagging attachment to the camera proved useful during the
alignment stage of the processing, and provided very poor but close approximations of
camera positions. This was able to be used for an automatic approximate geo-referencing of
the model allowing for a more streamlined data management and later addition of more
accurate GPS points. This geo-reference should however be removed by disabling all the
geotagging positions after alignment has been achieved, so as to not interfere with later added
high accuracy GPS points. The high alignment settings are required when using the low
accuracy geotagged data, as it gives more weighting to the alignment process, rather than the
geotagged GPS location. The poor quality geo-referencing will still cause the model to be
rotated correctly on its axis, making the later geo-referencing much easier. Due to the nature
of the control site, a good satellite signal was only able to be achieved on top of the cliff face
and at the most easterly points of the rock platform. This meant that all geotagged points with
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a bad signal needed to be disabled either by turning off the geo-tagging attachment whist in
the field, as was done in this study, or by unchecking the geo-tagged positions within
PhotoScan’s reference pane during processing. Data management also became much simpler
through the use of geotagging by knowing the approximate position each image was taken
from (Luo et al. 2010).
The fully-automatic camera settings approach that was finally settled on was seen as
advantageous primarily due to its simplicity, while also producing the best results out of all
attempted data captures. This allowed the camera to deal with constant changing, highly
reflective surfaces such as water bodies, in this case the Pacific Ocean, through minor
alterations in camera settings, whereas in the manual setting data captures no alterations for
any dynamic surfaces could be made. This was also highly advantageous during the
photogrammetric processing.
In the data capture for the large site, which was to be structurally mapped, a single sea level
based camera angle was be used. This caused the field of view in the captured images to be as
much as 50% water in some sections, which acted as a constantly changing, high reflective
surface that manual settings would not have been able to deal with. Other advantages include
the ability of this method to adjust for the change in time of day much more effectively,
whereas the manual settings would have remained suited only for the light levels at the start
of the capture, which no longer existed by the end of the capture. A major drawback of the
leaving the camera equipment on fully automatic is potential for different results, from
different cameras. This study used a Nikon D610 camera with a 35mm standard lens on fully
automatic to produce optimum results, however each individual camera type has the potential
to result in a different set of values from its differing automatic parameters. This would
produce different results, particularly between cameras produced by alternate manufacturers.
Investigations into the specific camera would need to be conducted before large scale projects
should be commenced using fully automatic settings (Jiroušek et al. 2014).
The processing of the fully automatic settings data sets, found that the JPG format was unable
to deal with the constant change in values between each image, preventing them from
aligning, whereas the TIFF images performed exceptionally, achieving better results than all
previous attempts of modelling the control site. This supports the decision of University of
Tasmania (2015) to use manual settings due to their use of JPG formatted images. It does not
however justify the use of JPG images over TIFF images. A possible explanation for this can
be found in the different compression types between JPG and TIFF formatted images. The
lossy compression of the JPG format strips away the vast majority data captured by the
camera, meaning that there is no benefit to capturing the images in RAW, if the images are
then to be converted into JPG. This is different to the TIFF which maintains all the data,
which is then able to assist in alignment. The use of the TIFF is supported by
recommendations from PhotoScan’s manufacturer (Agisoft 2013), as well as by the use of
this file format in other studies such as those by, Javernick et al. (2014), Jiroušek et al. (2014)
Tavani et al. (2014) and Frankl et al. (2015).
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The final processing stage of the control site was the attempted importation of the produced
model into ArcScene, as a more widely used and familiar interface for interpretations and
measurements. This was unsuccessful, with the direct import being too large for the 32-bit
processing power of ArcScene to accept. A successful import could be achieved by
decimating the mesh to a smaller size, as well as reducing the texture count, however within
the context of this study, a high resolution was seen as more ideal, and interpretations were
decided to be done directly from the PhotoScan program to retain the integrity of the model.
The final developed method can be seen in Figure 5.1. Minor alterations to the developed
method were made to accommodate the large data set size of the large site, post the method
development stage.

6.2 Apply the method to the large site
Overall the modelling of the larger site between Bundeena and Wattamolla was a success.
The produced model, although it had some missing data from only a single angle of camera
being used, accurately displayed the cliff faces to a standard where mapping of channel
boundaries was possible, and for the most part internal bedding could be seen. Dividing the
site into small chunks also worked well, and the alignment of these chunks onto the low
quality mesh of the whole site Master Chunk (Appendix 6) preformed much better than was
hoped for. The geo-referencing of this low quality mesh Master Chunk, proved slightly
difficult. Due to its low quality a relatively small number of points for the size of the site,
were able to be located on this mesh and assigned x, y, z co-ordinates corresponding to its
location within the ArcGIS data frame.
The main issue encountered was that of the missing data from the single angled camera shots,
from a boat at sea level. This prevented interpretations to be extracted from the higher or
slopping surfaces of the cliff faces; caused by the many holes from areas of no data (Agisoft
2013). The disabling of interpolation highlighted these areas by leaving them blank, rather
than filling them in with smoothed interpolated areas. This would have caused difficulties
during interpretation as these smoothed areas are not always clearly identifiable as
interpolated areas, over a naturally occurring smooth area. The lack of data covering these
regions of the cliff faces become very problematic when channels changed in their height
relative to sea level, leaving the modelled area, or transitioned into and out of a slopping area.
This caused a degree of uncertainty whether or not it was in fact the same channel emerging
on the other side of the sloped or non-modelled section or not. This problem although big,
was expected to occur, with no viable options within the allocated resources for this study to
obtain an aerial angled data set, ideally from a 45 degree perspective looking down at the cliff
face, as shown by Figure 6.1. Obtaining this as a supplementary data set would vastly reduce
holes within the model as well cover the sloping areas increasing the reliability of
interpretations (Javernick et al. 2014). A third data set, the horizontal plain, would further
increase the area modelled and remove almost all the holes within the model. Theoretically
having as many images as possible from every possible angle would be best, but this is
obviously not feasible, and even with just the proposed extra data sets, processing limitations
due to hardware will be exacerbated. The current data set however, when used as the sole
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data set angle, would perform better than the proposed aerial angled data set as the sole data
set (Frankl et al. 2015).

Figure 6.1. Used data capture angle, and proposed supplementary data set angle.

Further issues of holes within the data set were also encountered, where not enough images of
the beach areas were taken to achieve enough overlap between images to be modelled. One
section of cliff line also had a missing image to provide the appropriate overlapping of
images for the program to successfully model this location. This highlights the difficulty in
obtaining continuously overlapping images when using a handheld camera due to human
error. The longer or larger the site being investigated the more likely this is to occur. This is
particularly true in linearly extensive sites, where only one missing image can cause
discontinuity for a whole section of the model. In both of these cases the geotagging
attachment allowed the photogrammetry program to jump these regions of unknown data and
continue to model past them, where without the geotagging the modelling would not have
been possible and would have stalled at these locations.
The size of the ‘small higher resolution chunks’ was limited by the computer system being
used. The modelled chunks used were of the maximum spatial size possible to achieve the
highest possible final resolution. This was limited more by the final texture count rather than
the final produced mesh, with only so many pixels being able to be applied to each section
regardless of that sections size, so the smaller the chunk the more pixels per square metre
(Agisoft 2013, 2016).
Alignment of the chunks took a surprising turn for the better, when the align by camera
positions was used instead of the more orthodox align by points method, which had stalled
during the processing, due to the incapability of the hardware being used to handle the sheer
volume of data. The align by camera positions worked so well because every single camera
position acted as a marked point, with all 70 images from each small chunk aligning onto the
Master Chunk, and 10 images aligned to the associated small chunk to the left, and 10 to the
right, as defined by the overlapping images between chunks (see section 4.2.3 above; Agisoft
(2013)). Relative to one another the small chunks aligned exceptionally, however when
comparing the position of the small chunks with the corresponding area on the master chunk,
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they did not appear to be exactly in the same location, with the master chunk seeming more
distant. This has been observed to be caused by the differing tightness in which the mesh has
been constructed to the point cloud, as a result of the lower settings, derived from the lower
density cloud point count.
The merging process did not work well, due to the restricted amount of computing power.
Although the chunks were technique merged, the computer was unable to render the newly
merged model of the whole site, meaning it was unable to be displayed, and would crash the
computer when a viewing was attempted. Two or three chunks were able to be merged and
viewed at any one time, but no more than that within the usable texture qualities. The
increase in the texture count was expectedly dramatic during the merging process, where the
final texture count would equal the sum of all merged chunks. For the merging of all chunks
from processing Attempt 3 of the main site, the final texture count would have been 288
thousand. The used computer system through trial and error was only able to render a
maximum texture count of 30 thousand, with the successful merging of three chunks with
reduced texture counts from 12 thousand to10 thousand. The response time within this newly
merged chunk from the three small chunks had an extremely poor response time, and
navigation around the model was next to impossible, whereas when only two chunks were
merged, navigation remained possible. Although merging pairs of chunks together provided a
larger contextual view, it proved difficult to produce exported annotations which could be
included within presentable format.
Although the final produced model of this project was a success, this is only relative to the
available computer resources. Navigation between built chunks varies between 30 and 60
seconds, opening the project takes approximately 15 minutes, and saving the project is in
excess of half an hour. The total data storage for just the final constructed model totals as 128
GB of data. Broken down this is 30 GB of original RAW NEF images, these have had 80 GB
of TIFF images produced from a conversion, and the project space itself totals 8 GB. The
final modelling methodology can be seen within Figure 5.1.

6.3 Facies mapping
The facies mapping method of exporting 2D orthophotos, and then annotating them within an
external graphic alteration program, in this case Inkscape, proved very successful. Individual
channels were successfully able to be identified by structural features such as erosion
surfaces, conglomerate lenses, channel base scouring or unimodal palaeoflow directions
(Conolly 1969, Conolly and Ferm 1971, Conaghan and Jones 1975, Ashley and Duncan 1977,
Lewis 1981, Rust and Jones 1987, Knighton 1998, Ashworth et al. 2000, Miall and Jones
2003, Ashmore 2013). The higher resolution from orthophotos combined with the 3D
perspective obtained from the model proved highly effective for identifying many of these
features along individual channel boundaries allowing confident interpretations. This was
important since many of these structures are also found within the channels themselves as
reactivation surfaces, and a confident interpretation can only be made with multiple pieces of
evidence. The vastness of the site further assisted in interpretations, where key identifiable
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features were not visible in some cliff sections, but were visible farther along the profile,
allowing the structures to be traced back.
The strongest evidence for channel boundaries was found to be scour bases, erosional
surfaces and conglomerate lenses (Lewis 1981, Jones and Rust 1983, Ashworth et al. 2000,
Miall and Jones 2003, Ashmore 2013). These conglomerates (Figure 6.2) possess a much
lower erosional resistance than the surrounding sandstone, causing large scale undercutting,
increasing the ease in which they could be identified. Jointing, fracturing and varied erosional
resistances between internal channel structures such as grain sizes, also produced
undercutting, causing the need to first identify a conglomerate outcrop and trace it back along
an undercut surface. Conglomerate lenses are not however always found on channel
boundaries, or may be too fine to be identified from the resolution of the produced model. For
theses layers, in some cases viewing the original 24 MP images provided better resolution,
but on other occasions even this was not a sufficiently high enough resolution, as the
conglomerate boundary can be as minor as a pebbly layer of a few centimetres thick. In the
cases where a conglomerate could not be identified other features such as the cross cutting of
channel layers (Figure 6.3) along with alternate palaeocurrents played a larger role. Although
the resolution of the orthophotos was better than that of the 3D model, the subtlety of internal
erosional surfaces still proved difficult if not impossible to identify in most cases, as proved
by the identification of many erosional surfaces north of the Cobblers control site and at
Little Marley by field checks, which were not identified by interpretations from the
orthophotos and model. The use of other small scaled structural features in interpreting
palaeoflow directions such as imbrication was all but impossible within the final models
resolution or the original stills from the data set, due to the distance they were taken from the
cliff face. Such interpretations could only be made by infield confirmations.

Figure 6.2. Mudstone and sandstone conglomerate, able to be projected out along the outcrop, 1.09 m measure of a
mudstone clast, 32.4 m measure for scale, image has colour adjustments, located within Chunk 20.
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Figure 6.3. Graphic representation of channel cross-cutting which was used in channel identification, clearly showing
the in cutting of the younger channels into the older, where channel 1 is the oldest channel.

Channels which had their palaeoflow direction observed to be perpendicular to cliff face had
their true width measured within PhotoScan. This provided an insight into the possible size of
the river system which deposited the Hawkesbury Sandstone. These measurements were
scant due the regional flow direction of the Hawkesbury Sandstone being to the north-east,
parallel to the average cliff direction within the study site (Jones and Rust 1983, Mauger et al.
1984, Rust and Jones 1987, Scheibner 1998, Miall and Jones 2003). The search for
perpendicular channels was also hampered by the need to extensively identify internal
bedding structures for confident identification, which for large sections of the modelled areas
there was insufficient resolution for these structures to be viewed. Due to this the search for
these perpendicular channels required remote interpretation guided field checks to be
identified. Channels were also systematically named starting from the southernmost portion
of the site to assist in identifying channel continuity and dip angle.
The application of a numeric label to each identified facies to assist in the identifying of
continuity between each facies element, proved difficult. In some areas what had been a welldefined single facies element would split into two different elements each with distinctive
patterning and independent internal bedding structures, split by an erosion surface which
started in the middle of the facies element. The ordinary resolution of the modelled outcrop
sections made pin pointing the start and end of these reactivation surfaces extremely difficult
(Figure 6.4). New emerging facies elements which were seen to be pinching out from a north
to south perspective were given the next unused numerical label. The alphabetical splitting
which was used when a facies split into two distinct facies was highly prevalent in the
southern portions of the site, particularly within facies 5 (5a, 5b and 5c) and 6 (6a and 6b).
Facies which crossed an area of no outcrop such as Wattamolla Bay or Little and Big Marley
Beaches also proved difficult, requiring field confirmations to confidently progress mapped
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facies over the areas of no outcrop. The most diverse and abnormal geology was found at the
Cobblers control site, with facies 18 and 19 being mudstone based, and facies 16 having
extremely well defined scour bases cutting into the underlying mudstone.

Figure 6.4. Highlights very subtle reactivation surfaces located within identified channel element 17, Balconies, Royal
National Park.

Several internal structures were identified during the annotations and field checks (Table 5.1).
A seismite can be seen in some sections of a single identified channel, at the northern end of
the main study site within chunks 4 (Figure 5.23) and 5 (Figure 6.5, Figure 5.22). Only small
areas of seismite have been preserved with the rest of the channel elements having been
reworked with very strong internal bedding (Bizhu and Xiufu 2015). Other observed internal
structures include several channel units which showed signs of localised reactivation surfaces
by the presence of discontinuous erosion surfaces, three large weathered dykes (Figure 6.6),
bank collapse slump structures and the previously mentioned large conglomerate lenses
(Figure 6.2). The composition of these specific dykes are unknown but are most likely similar
in chemistry to the basaltic dykes found at Bondi (eastern Sydney), Maroota (north-western
Sydney) and North Avoca (Central Coast) and south of Garie (Sothern Sydney); (Och et al.
2010). Laminated sands and muds were also found south of Wattamolla, similar to those
found at Cobblers, although smaller in overall scale and extensiveness.
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Figure 6.5. Identified seismites within Chunk 5

Figure 6.6. Weathered out dykes. A) North of Wedding Cake Rock (Chunk 7, Figure 5.20). B) South of Wattamolla
(Chunk 23, Figure 5.5). C) South of Cobblers (Chunks 6 and 7, Figures 5.21 and 5.20).

The observations made in Table 5.1 are comparable to those made in other studies such as
Miall and Jones (2003) and Rust and Jones (1987). Miall and Jones (2003) give the typical
thickness of channel elements as between 18 and 22 m and Rust and Jones (1987) of 6 – 23 m,
whereas the average range of thickness found by this study is between 6.6 and 12.1 m. This
study also recorded a maximum average thickness of 14.2, with an overarching maximum
thickness of 32 m (Table 7.1). The average length of outcrop with this study is not directly
comparable with those made by Miall and Jones (2003) for all of the identified facies (Figure
5.4 – 5.25, Appendix 4); however four channels were identified within field checks to have
easterly to south easterly palaeoflow directions perpendicular to the strike of the outcrop.
This enabled direct measurement of channel thicknesses. These facies were the 3D model and
orthophoto identified channels 16, 20, 21 and 23 measuring at ≥ 1970, 49, ≥ 183 and ≥ 715 m
respectively. The regional palaeoflow direction of the study site being to the north east
coupled with the outcrop strike being to the north east, vastly limited the probability of
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finding channels which enabled direct width measurement. This also meant that the regional
dip acted as the main factor for exposure length of all channels which did not have a
palaeoflow perpendicular to the outcrop as well as limiting the length of those that did, such
as channels 16 and 23 which dropped below sea level meaning only a minimum possible
width was able to be identified. Channel 20 is much smaller than all widths identified by
Miall and Jones (2003) and may only be a tributary channel, whereas channel 21 reaches
slightly smaller width than the smallest identified channel widths by Miall and Jones (2003).
The unconfined nature of channel 21 however also limits the amount of information that can
be extracted from it as well as making the measured width the minimum possible width, with
potential for a greater width. Channels 16 and 23 fit well within the ranges of channel widths
recorded by Miall and Jones (2003). The interpretations of this study suggest that the
statistical average size of facies units may be smaller than previously thought with a
multitude of smaller channels identified, although a potentially larger maximum thickness,
dependant on further study of identified internal reactivation surfaces.
Many of the smaller features such as the Miall and Jones (2003) defined Sr (ripples and
climbing-ripple cosets. Set thickness < 5 cm.) lithofacies or angle dependant Sl (low-angle
crossbedding, dip at less than the angle of repose.) lithofacies were not able to be defined,
due to inadequate final resolution of the model and exported orthophotos as well as the
inability to extract angle measurements from the model within the used software. The
polygonal based surface approximation of PhotoScan would also make the true validity of
any angle based measurements questionable where measurements need accuracy to be within
a few degrees. Key elements of this study such as the suggested deposition of facies channels
18 and 19 (Table 5.1) and large confluences and scour bases being indicative of a fluvial
braided river deposition are heavily supported within the literature (Potter and Pettijohn 1963,
Conolly and Ferm 1971, Smith 1972, Conaghan and Jones 1975, Lewis 1981, Allen 1983,
Jones and Rust 1983, Rust and Jones 1987, Liu et al. 1996, Knighton 1998, Miall and Jones
2003, Miall 2006, Ashmore 2013, Javernick et al. 2014). Individual macroforms between 5
and 10 m thick and hollow elements representing channel confluences up to 20 m deep, from
the top of channel to bottom of the confluence were also identified, similar to (Figure 6.7),
and those found by Miall and Jones (2003).
Identified channels such as units 5 and 6 (Figure 5.4 – 5.16) are of an equivalent thickness to
the average deviation in facies size identified by Miall and Jones (2003). This causes a need
for further investigations into these internal reactivation surfaces such as 6a and 6b as it is
unclear within the produced Orthophotos of this study if these discontinuous reactivation
surfaces are in fact discontinuous or not. It is possible that these surfaces are continuous, but
due to compounding limitations of inadequate model resolution (function of inadequate
computing power), original image resolution (currently 24 MP) and reliance on a single photo
angle where topography may conceal boundaries, are unable to be recognised. If they are
continuous the average thickness range of the facies units would decrease, further suggesting
a smaller channel size than that of Miall and Jones (2003), and most certainly not similar in
magnitude to the Brahmaputra as Rust and Jones (1987) previously suggested. If these
internal reactivation surfaces are indeed discontinuous, it could explain a discrepancy in
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measurements between this study and that of Miall and Jones (2003) if measurements had
been taken where the reactivation surface was not present, allowing a larger total thickness to
be taken.
The data produced in this study builds on the work conducted by Miall and Jones (2003),
using new revolutionary techniques to obtain the interpretations. The identification of
perpendicular flowing channels and the extraction of thickness measurements have assisted in
the estimation of the average magnitude of Hawkesbury Sandstones channels and bars. The
resulting compiled data is not definitively conclusive in its measurement based findings,
although it does create a basis to compel further research.

Figure 6.7. Large confluence just south of main study site (southern Curracurrong), identified in study by Miall and
Jones (2003).

6.4 Field confirmations
Several field confirmations visits were made throughout the main study site and to the
Cobblers control site. Main site visits include trips to the sections of outcrop just north of
Cobblers, Big and Little Marley Beaches and Wattamolla. The same interpretive techniques
used in the remote interpretations were employed during field checks (Conolly 1969, Conolly
and Ferm 1971, Conaghan and Jones 1975, Ashley and Duncan 1977, Lewis 1981, Rust and
Jones 1987, Knighton 1998, Ashworth et al. 2000, Miall and Jones 2003, Ashmore 2013).
Photos such as Figure 6.8 from Little Marley Beach were taken of key sedimentological
features on each of these visits. Figure 6.8 also highlights problems within interpretations
from the orthophotos and 3D model with one definite, and one possible facies contact which
had not been identified during 3D model and orthophoto interpretations.
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Figure 6.8. Southern outcrop of Little Marley Beach, A) conglomerate not identified off model based interpretations,
B) conglomerate successfully identified in model based interpretations, C) trough structure indicating palaeoflow
direction, D) trough cross-stratification.

6.5 Effectiveness
The overall effectiveness of the approach taken to produce a remote form of facies mapping
using 3D photogrammetry was highly effective when compared with alternative remote
approaches, primarily in regards to its time and cost effectiveness verses methods such as
terrestrial laser scanning. If the hardware limitations and data collection methods had been
well established at the start of this study, the final produced model between Bundeena and the
southern headland of Wattamolla would have been able to be created within a few weeks.
With a better specifically equipped computer this modelling process would only have taken
days. The whole process is able to be completed by a team of two for field work, and by a
single person for processing. Measurements extracted from this method were highly accurate
(Table 4.8) although not precise. The ability to constantly improve the overall accuracy of the
model through addition of either more accurate geo-referenced points, more defined scales
from infield measurements, or more images to cover a greater area of than the current singleangle data set, make this technique highly adaptable and allows it to be constantly built on in
the future (Tavani et al. 2014). This makes this method highly effective, particularly in
preliminary or supplementary research in identifying key points of interest for further
investigation or large scale trends.
The ability to share the final resultant facies maps produced through this methodology, is
much better than previous methods, not only because it is completely digital based and can be
shared in an instant throughout the world, but also as it enables the reader to scrutinise the
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work which is being done much more efficiently. Where the contacts between facies have
been drawn directly on top of an image of the actual contact, allowing for all interpretations
of surfaces to be questioned or confirmed, rather than the reader necessarily just have to
believe what the author has described within a drawn graphic.

6.6 Alternatives
There are, as discussed, many alternative techniques for the creation of representative 3D
models of outcrops to enable remote interpretations to be obtained, such as LIDAR or TLS,
however there is also a large variety of other photogrammetric software packages which
enable similar or varied results to be obtained for comparison with this study through
PhotoScan. One such software is Sirovision, which is targeted specifically at the
geology/geotechnical industries rather than as a more general purpose modelling package like
PhotoScan. Sirovision also enables auto-detection of geological features such as wedges and
blocks and allows for used based annotations of jointing and other geological features
(Haneberg et al. 2006, McQuillan 2013, Bonilla-Sierra 2015). It is highlighted by McQuillan
(2013) that although laser scanning produces a much more accurate point cloud for the
construction of the 3D model, the final image clarity and quality of photogrammetric
techniques is superior than that of the TLS. This further supports the use of photogrammetry
within this study, due to this studies interpretive nature being more dependent on the final
wrapping mosaic than that of the integrity and accuracy of the underlying mesh to within
millimetre precision.
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Chapter 7 – Conclusions and recommendations
7.1 Conclusions
The primary aim of this study was to establish a best suited methodology to create a robust
representation of a large lateral site which was otherwise inaccessible. The second aim was to
produces a series of facies maps highlighting the key internal fluvial features and depositional
elements of the Hawkesbury Sandstone braided river system (Table 7.1). Channels are
numbered in a vertically ascending sequence, as described in section 5.2, from south the
north throughout the site.
Table 7.1. Summary of Table 5.1, exposed outcrop length is the total distance from first to last visible points in the
outcrop, including distances through areas of no outcrop, unless otherwise specified.

Channel
Number

Exposed outcrop length (± 20
m)

2

200 m (outcrop one)
300 m (outcrop two)
746 m (outcrop one)
870 m (outcrop two)
2010m
2720 m
3800 m
5300 m
400 m (outcrop one)
1800 m (outcrop two)
1800 m (outcrop three)
5650 m
670 m
370 m (outcrop one)
790 m (outcrop two)
2110 m
150 m
2410 m
28750 m
2750 m
1590 m
≥ 1970 m
1595 m
315 m
340 m
7m

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Tributary
Channel
20
21
22
23
24
Averages

49 m
≥ 183 m
325 m
≥ 715 m
380 m

Range of average
outcrop thickness
(± 20 cm)
N/A

Maximum outcrop
thickness

3–6m

6m

8 – 10 m
10 – 20 m
3 – 25 m
3 – 16 m
10 – 16 m

10 m
22 m
32 m
18 m
16 m

5–9m
≤ 8.2 m

9.8 m
8.2 m

1–2m
10 – 20 m
13 – 21 m
N/A
20 – 23 m
1–7m
5 – 10 m
7 – 10 m
8 – 10 m
7 x 10 m

2m
23.5 m
21.5 m
21 m
23.7 m
12 m
14.1 m
12 m
12 m
10 m

3 – 4.5 m
N/A
0.5 – 1.5 m
N/A
N/A
6.6 – 12.1

4.6 m
N/A
1.5 m
N/A
N/A
14.2

N/A
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The average thickness of individual Hawkesbury Sandstone channel elements is smaller than
previously thought (Table 7.1). Numerous smaller channels make up approximately a third of
the examined outcrops, lowering the statistical average thickness of channel elements even
though the thicker units dominated the majority of outcrop, particular in the centre of the site.
The thicknesses of the thicker units has also been found to have a larger maximum thickness
range than those found by Miall and Jones (2003) with an increase in maximum thickness
from 22 m to a potential of 32 m depending on further study of the identified internal
reactivation surfaces. From this study it can be speculated that a much wider range of channel
thickness are present than previously thought, eluding to more dynamic braid bars and
channels within the braided river depositional system.
The application of digital photogrammetric mapping of the inaccessible cliffs of the
Hawkesbury Sandstone, for the purpose of facies mapping, can be concluded as a resounding
success, within the limitations of this study. It would not be recommended to use this
technique as the sole source of data for interpretations within any study as yet without field
confirmations; however it provides an accuracy of measurements acceptable for interpretive
needs and allows the viewing of previously inaccessible areas. The full potential of this
technique when applied to laterally extensive sites is still unknown, but when allocated
greater resources in computing hardware and potentially higher quality images, resulting
outcomes can be hypothesised to revolutionise the way in which remote outcrops are
documented.

7.2 Further studies
Suggestions for further studies as a result of this study can be split into two parts. Supplement
the current data set of this study with an aerial based data set, and a specifically equipped
computer for higher producible resolutions. This would greatly increase the number of
features which could be identified, and the confidence of these identifications. The resultant
more complete model from the supplementary images could then be used in other works,
such as fracture analysis, as an extension of work in the Sydney Basin by authors such as
Memarian and Fergusson (2003), by exportation of the resulting models into a third party
automatic fracture analysis software such as GeoVis3D (University of Tasmania 2015). The
second recommendation would be to create another model of outcrops which are
perpendicular to the regional palaeoflow, with the intention of finding more channel widths.
A suggested site for such a study is both the northern and southern shores of the Port Hacking
River. Chunk one (Figure 5.25, Appendix 4) covers the beginning of the southern bank of the
river and clearly shows the trough structures indicative of the north east regional palaeoflow.
Although there is limited continuity within the outcrops of the Port Hacking River, the use of
geotagged images would allow the construction of various outcrops within a single models
spatial extent. This would allow regions between outcrops to be inferred. This form of study
would severely benefit from supplementary GPS data or a high accuracy geotagging method.
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Appendix 1
Corrected Theodolite Position Data
ID
CG50
CG51
CG52
CG53
CG54
CG55
CG56
CG57
CG58
CG59
CG60
CG61
CG62
CG63
CG64
CG65
CG66
CG67
CG68
CG69
CG70
CG71
CG72
CG73
CG74
CG75
CG76
CG77
CG78
CG79
CG80
CG81
CG82
CG83
CG84
CG85
CG86
CG87

Point Name
TBM01
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136

Source
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment

Northing
6226092.155m
6226086.261m
6226078.920m
6226055.968m
6226006.570m
6226025.926m
6226086.525m
6226107.644m
6226107.649m
6226147.777m
6226107.655m
6226099.980m
6226091.139m
6226082.549m
6226074.070m
6226117.375m
6226071.110m
6226071.105m
6226063.254m
6226035.893m
6226035.855m
6226050.044m
6226063.457m
6226075.535m
6226085.412m
6226085.412m
6226105.575m
6226122.178m
6226125.933m
6226126.060m
6226131.282m
6226129.199m
6226130.167m
6226140.912m
6226145.280m
6226145.366m
6226145.335m
6226145.306m

Easting
330925.156m
330908.049m
330898.050m
330898.471m
330897.189m
330921.568m
330945.754m
330921.993m
330921.992m
330995.001m
330916.257m
330916.024m
330916.228m
330916.121m
330916.275m
330893.304m
330891.338m
330891.329m
330888.739m
330885.876m
330885.849m
330886.986m
330890.298m
330893.009m
330895.845m
330895.845m
330896.827m
330898.427m
330903.934m
330905.185m
330904.837m
330904.439m
330905.449m
330922.367m
330924.651m
330924.651m
330924.547m
330924.549m

Height
0.000m
1.064m
3.734m
3.451m
2.817m
0.460m
-0.945m
1.475m
1.476m
8.223m
-0.455m
-0.094m
-0.323m
-0.526m
-0.528m
21.232m
22.496m
22.503m
22.138m
22.137m
23.460m
18.109m
16.573m
16.130m
15.488m
15.488m
17.943m
15.729m
21.172m
21.093m
20.997m
13.669m
13.674m
22.696m
19.792m
19.533m
18.805m
17.129m

Elevation
1.488m
2.552m
5.222m
4.939m
4.305m
1.948m
0.543m
2.963m
2.964m
9.711m
1.033m
1.394m
1.165m
0.962m
0.960m
22.720m
23.984m
23.991m
23.626m
23.625m
24.948m
19.597m
18.061m
17.618m
16.976m
16.976m
19.431m
17.217m
22.660m
22.581m
22.485m
15.157m
15.162m
24.184m
21.280m
21.021m
20.293m
18.617m
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CG88
CG89
CG90
CG91
CG92
CG93
CG94
CG95

137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment
Elevation adjustment

6226144.459m
6226146.401m
6226147.820m
6226145.638m
6226142.278m
6226145.572m
6226143.540m
6226145.754m

330924.607m
330936.492m
330936.804m
330936.340m
330949.531m
330951.540m
330951.214m
330951.945m

13.810m
22.258m
17.808m
15.130m
23.441m
20.827m
17.024m
15.740m

15.298m
23.746m
19.296m
16.618m
24.929m
22.315m
18.512m
17.228m
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Appendix 2
Table of processing from control site
Trials 1 and 3
Table 1. Key to contractions used in Table 2

File Input

TIF = Tagged
Image File
Format

JPG =
JPG/JPEG
Format

Align Settings

Ac =
Accuracy
Qu = Quality

PS = Pair
Selection
DF = Depth
Filtering
SD = Source
Data
BM =
Blending
Mode

Dense Cloud
Settings
Mesh Settings
Texture
Settings

ST = Surface
Type
MM =
Mapping
Mode

PNG =
Portable
Network
Graphics

Adj =
Adjusted
Colours

Mask =
Masksapplied
within
Photoscan

FC = Face
Count
TS/C =
Texture
Size/Count

Int =
Interpolation
CC = Colour
Correction

PC = Point
Class

Table 2. Photoscan runs from Trials one and three data sets

Run Name

File
Input
Type

Attempt1

TIF

Small31Left

Align
Settings

Dense Cloud
Settings

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – High
DF - Moderate

Mesh Settings

Texture Settings

ST – Arbitrary
Error, Not enough Memory
SD – Sparse Cloud
(77.4 hours)
FC – Medium
Run from sharespace
Int – Enabled
Log 151015_attempt1
PC – All
ST – Arbitrary
Error, Not enough memory
SD – Dense Cloud
(80 hours)
FC – Low
Run from C drive
Int – Enabled
Log 011115_attempt2
PC – All
Notes: First time using Photoscan. Used the complete data set from trial three of control site (170
images). Encounted error in first attempt to build mesh, re-run on low setting for mesh as well as
changing from network share space to C drive, still failled. Conclusion is model is heavily dependant
on hardware (RAM) and computer is incapable of running all the images in one processing attempt at
high settings.
Later Addition: Reducing quality (size) of dense cloud allows other setting to be run on high.
TIF
Ac – Low
Qu – Low
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
PS - Disabled
DF - Moderate
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Drasticly cut back on amount of photos used, manually selecting images of the left hand side
of the site (southern), when facing west. This resulted in the use of only 31 images. The program
only used 6 of the selected photos in generating the model. A model was successful produced,
providing a blury section of cliff. The quality of this model was dreadful.
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Run Name

File
Input
Type

Biglowsetting
s(TIF)

TIF

Biglowsetting
s(JPG)

Biglowsetting
s(TIF)Adjust
Colour

Biglowsupple
ment

Biglowsupple
ment

Biglowsupple
ment(TIF)Adj
ustedColours

BigMed(TIF)

Align
Settings

Dense Cloud
Settings

Ac – Low
PS - Disabled

Qu – Low
DF - Moderate

Mesh Settings

Texture Settings

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Formed model well, large scale geological features visable, multiple channels and contacts.
Small scale features are fuzzy.
JPG
Ac – Low
Qu – Low
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
PS - Disabled
DF - Moderate
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Similar results as Biglowsettings(TIF), however small scale is slightly more fuzzy, but took
marginaly less time to run. JPG file size takes much less storage space when compared to TIF.
TIF
Ac – Low
Qu – Low
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
Adj
PS - Disabled
DF - Moderate
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Combined well, but resulting model but covered less area than the one without adjusted
colours. Produced a large amount of holes within the model. Geological features stood out much
better. Summary, better texturing worse mesh.
later Addition: Adjusting the colours unevenly changes the pixels values, making it hard for the
program to identify associations, thus unable to build much of the model.
TIF
Ac – Low
Qu – Low
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
PS - Disabled
DF - Moderate
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All

Notes: An additional selection of 50 images from the first trial of the control site attempted to be
combined with the images from trial three. The images failed to combine well and model was
completely usless. The two data sets are deemed to be of too different a brightness to allow common
pixel identification.
TIF
Ac – Low
Qu – Low
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
Adj
PS - Disabled
DF - Moderate
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Run with same images as Biglowsupplement, however all images had colour adjustments
prior to being placed into photoscan via Irfanview. This was done to see if the colour adjustments
would enable the darker images from trial one to be more compatable with the images from trial
three. This did not work and images failed to combine well and model was completely usless.
TIF
Ac – Medium
Qu – Medium
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
PS - Disabled
DF - Moderate
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Medium
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Run with all 170 photos from trial three. Done same as Biglowsettings run with all quality
settings raised one (higher settings) from low to medium setting qualities. Worked well, all features
clearer than Biglowsettings, small scale features semi-identifiable such as internal bedding structures.
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Run Name

File
Input
Type

BigHigh(JPG)

JPG

Tiny_High

BigFewLow

BigFewLow

BigFewMed

Align
Settings

Dense Cloud
Settings

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – High
DF - Moderate

Ac – Low
PS - Disabled

Qu – Low
DF - Moderate

Mesh Settings

Texture Settings

ST – Arbitrary
Created a mesh, but was
SD – Sparse Cloud
deemed to poor to proceed.
FC – Low
Too few a verticies for
Int – Enabled
accurate surface
PC – All
approximation.
ST – Arbitrary
SD – Dense Cloud
FC – Low
Int – Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Was run on high settings for first two stages, and low on mesh, aimed at identifying which
section of model caused the not enough memory error. Since other models had been completed with
low mesh face counts, the mesh stage was ruled out as the problem. Photoscan provided an estimated
time of 80 hours till completion of dense cloud mesh so the processing run aborted.
TIF
Ac – High
Qu – High
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
PS - Disabled
DF - Moderate
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: This model only used the 6 photos that were identified as actually being used during the
processing of Small31left. With so few photos used this run was aimed at identifying if a completely
high setting run was possible. The model worked exceptionaly, with great detail of features from the
southern side of the cliff face (approximately 1/3 of the site). Rotating the model to look away from
the cliff revealed many holes within the model due to the locations of where the images used were
taken. This was deemed unimportant, as these holes did not occur in the points of interest in the
actual cliff. This model also demostrated how much model can be produced with a few well angled
photos, with large amounts of photos not necessarly being required. The finer details such as the
small crossbedding of the mud layers were however very fuzzy, due to the lack of photos from close
to the cliff. Large scale features were all clearly visable. A Orthophoto was also exported from this
model, this then had its colours adjusted in Irfanview. This vastly increased the clarity of the cliff and
deatails able to be identified, such as the geologcial contacts, laminated muds and sands and general
internal bedding structures.
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: A selection of 32 images from the third trial’s 170 images were manualy picked, on the
criteria of having being taken from further away from the cliff face, to try replicate the Tiny_High
model over the whole site and vastly reduce the amount of data which needs to be processed. It also
vastly reduced the processing time needed. The model came out well, large scale features visable,
small scale features blury. Missing a section to the right of site, but has now also included a very low
quality section of the next cliff section but has also now included large sections of sky in the model,
which has been incorperated as blue blobs in the upper sections of the cliff face. The observation that
the Mask tool might be handy to solve this was made.
TIF
Ac – Med
Qu – Med
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
PS - Disabled
DF - Moderate
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Med
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Three extra images were added to the set of images used in BigFewLow in an attempt to fill
the hole in right side of the model. Very similar result as BigFewLow, hole was not filled, but all
aspects were less fuzzy, due to the increase in available data for the program to use.
TIF
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Run Name

File
Input
Type

BigFewHigh

TIF
Mask

BigChunksHi
gh

BigfewplusHi
gh

Align
Settings

Dense Cloud
Settings

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – High
DF - Moderate

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – Medium
DF - Moderate

Mesh Settings

Texture Settings

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Same images used as BigFewLow. Masks to all the used photos were added to remove areas
of sky or ocean. Three known GPS points well shown within the photos were added to all photos
where these points were visable. The model worked well, still missing a section of the model on the
right hand side. Is deemed there is no images in my data appropriate for the program to map this
section of the cliff, and new photos will be needed. The masks successfully removed the sky and
ocean, preventing the random blobs of blue appearing within the cliff face. Three known GPS points
were added to the completed model to try and geo-reference the model. This vastly improved the
orentation of the model, but the orentation could not be described as correct, with the y-axis still
being tilted back somewhat. Some extra points were added with GPS co-ordinates, which marginly
improved the orientation again, but still did not fully correct the y-axis. Manually adjusting the model
to visual references (leveled 2 m scale rods) of orientation, further corrected the model. The georeferencing process worked well and should be reused with minor tweeking, however then model can
not said to be accuracty geo-referenced at this point, but only as within the correct spatial location.
Using more GPS positions set further appart will increase the accuracy of the geo-referencing
process.
TIF
Ac – High
Qu – High
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
PS - Disabled
DF - Moderate
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: The photo set BigFewHigh was used as the first chunk of data. Two other image selections
from the origional 170 images of 43 and 46 made up chunks two and three. These two chunks were
divided on the basis of the middle and end of the file pack of images. The Chunks did not align well
so common points were pinned between the chunks, these did not help. The chunks having poor
alignment ensured that when merged there was a poor result. Not enough overlap between chunks
existed to be merged well. The collection of 170 images were poorly suited to be run as chunks as
they are unable to be definitively divided into sections. This needs to be kept in mind for any future
image captures.

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptice Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: A selection of 47 images were taken from ther greater 170 images from trial two, with the
aim of taking at least one image from each generalized data capture angle. The program only used 36
of these images and the non-used images were removed after the alignment stage; masks were once
again applied and successfully removed sections of sky and ocean. More reference points and GPS
points were added prior to alignment including the Photoscan scale bars, where a known distance is
applied between to points provided on the model, thus giving the program a scale to calculate all
other distances within the model. It is yet to be seen if these are able to be exported into the 3D
Adobe reader model. The model would incorrectly align around some of the added points so all nonGPS based points were turned off. Re-aligning after turning these points off corrected the camera
positions but still did not work and the model was miss formed. Model did work even with all points
turned off, unknown issue with model.
TIF
Mask
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Run Name

File
Input
Type

Bigall_medhi
gh

TIF

TinyScale

Align
Settings

Dense Cloud
Settings

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – Medium
DF - Moderate

Mesh Settings

Texture Settings

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Generic
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 6000
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: The basis for this run was to see if the computer was capable of running with all 170 images
when the dense cloud was turned down from high to medium, whilst all other aspects were left on
high. The model succefully ran to completion . The texture size/count was also changed to try and
improve the final resolution, this resulted in slightly better texturing within Photoscan but failed to
make a differnce within the exported PDF. The model was then re-run with Generic Mapping Mode
to see the differences between it and Adptive Orthophoto. Little difference was identified.
TIF
Ac – High
Qu – High
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptice Orthophoto
PS - Disabled
DF - Moderate
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: The Tiny_high model was reused and had scale bars added. The intention of this was to try
take accurate measurments of distance from the model. Failed to export Scale, however was able to
obtain estimated distances for any other two points added whilst still in Photoscan. Accuracy of
within 20 cm was obtained between scaled markers.
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Appendix 3
Table of processing from control site
Trial 4
Table 1. Key to contractions used in Table 2

File Input

TIF = Tagged
Image File
Format

JPG =
JPG/JPEG
Format

Align Settings

Ac =
Accuracy
Qu = Quality

PS = Pair
Selection
DF = Depth
Filtering
SD = Source
Data
BM =
Blending
Mode

Dense Cloud
Settings
Mesh Settings
Texture
Settings

ST = Surface
Type
MM =
Mapping
Mode

PNG =
Portable
Network
Graphics

Adj =
Adjusted
Colours

Mask =
Masksapplied
within
Photoscan

FC = Face
Count
TS/C =
Texture
Size/Count

Int =
Interpolation
CC = Colour
Correction

PC = Point
Class

Table 2. Processing from Trial 4 of the control site

Run Name

File
Input
Type

LowAll

JPG
Adj

JPG_Coloura
dj_med

JPG_low

Align
Settings

Dense Cloud
Settings

Ac – Low
PS - Disabled

Qu – Low
DF - Moderate

Mesh Settings

Texture Settings

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: During the Mesh stage, a gradual selection tool was used to remove all section with less than
30% connection to the greater model. Model was constructed well, but is heavily impacted by the
darkenss of the images. The impact of not having the sky or water masked is minimal when
compared with previous processing attempts. All geological contacts are visible, but the northern
most contact could not be said to be clearly visible and may be missed if one didn’t already know it
was there.
JPG
Ac – Med
Qu – Med
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Generic
Adj
PS - Disabled
DF - Moderate
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Med
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Model built very well, very grainy when zoomed in, unable to see bedding within the mud
layers, bedding in the capping lighter layer is somewhat visable, contacts are clearly visable between
larger structures. Model brightness remains an issue.
JPG
Ac – Low
Qu – Low
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Generic
PS - Disabled
DF - Moderate
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Aligned decently, very dark, unable to make out bedding in muds or larger structures clearly.
Even telling mud layers apart difficult due to extreme darkness. Bedding in upper capping rock
somewhat visible.
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Run Name

File
Input
Type

Align
Settings

Dense Cloud
Settings

TIF_low

TIF

Ac – Low
PS - Disabled

Qu – Low
DF - Moderate

JPG_Coloura
dj_medhigh

JPG
Adj

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – Med
DF - Moderate

Mesh Settings

Texture Settings

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Generic
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – Low
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Failed to combine well, only small section of middle of the cliff was built/visible. The detail
of this section was much greater than the JPG alternatives. Contacts are a lot more crisp.
ST – Arbitrary
SD – Dense Cloud
FC – High
Int – Enabled
PC – All

MM – Generic
BM – Mosaic
TS/C – 4096
CC – Not Enabled
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
BM – Mosaic
TS/C – 9000
CC – Not Enabled
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
BM – Max Intensity
TS/C – 4096
CC – Not Enabled
MM – Adaptive Orthophoto
BM – Mosaic
TS/C – 20000
CC – Not Enabled

Notes: Model was constructed very well. The model is a clear representation of the control
site, all large scale features have shown up well, but the contact between the capping layer
and the underlying muds is not as crisp as even the low resolution TIF model. Measuring
poles still come up as 2D imprints on the cliff.
Notes second texture run: less grainy, can see some finer bedding in the muds, anything
with more than a 9000 texture size cannot be exported as a pdf, as it is unable to support the
resolution.
Notes third texture run: Dreadful, made all shiny and white patches
Notes fourth texture run: Computer Froze
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Run Name

File
Input
Type

HighMEDadj
_masks

JPG
Adj
Mask

3dividedjob

JPG
Adj

TIFF_highme
dhigh_masks

TIF
Mask

Align
Settings

Dense Cloud
Settings

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – Med
DF - Moderate

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – Med
DF - Moderate

Ac – High
PS - Disabled

Qu – Med
DF - Moderate

Mesh Settings

Texture Settings

ST – Arbitrary
MM – Generic
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Masks applied to remove sky and as much ocean as possible. Far right side of model is
constructed better, slightly better definition of cliff edge, but most error from sky had been absorbed
within the vegetation in the previous model, with minimum impact on the observable geology.
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Generic
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: The 300 images where divided roughly into three sections to try and model the left, middle
and right of the cliff as separate chunks and then attempted to be re-combined. Divided chunks did
not possess notably better resolution, merging of model had a reasonable result, but not as good as
running the whole model in one go. However the alignment process was only run on low and the
chunks were run under the same settings as the greater model. Important to keep in mind for later
whole site.
ST – Arbitrary
MM – Generic
SD – Dense Cloud
BM – Mosaic
FC – High
TS/C – 4096
Int – Enabled
CC – Not Enabled
PC – All
Notes: Some sections of the cliff formed, very very dark. Only aligned 111 photos of 300. Only able
to see main contact between capping layer and mud. Require new data set to fix brightness issues.
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Appendix 4

Each page has been separated to the largest number of Chunk within computer memory limitations.
Chunks 2 and 14 have not been annotated due to being below annotatable quality standards.
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Appendix 5
Camera locations and error estimates
Photoscan reports from chunk 1-24 and the control site with the combined images from the large
site. Camera calibration image residuals (e.g. Figure 1) have been removed from each report to
reduce the length of this appendix, but are available upon request from the author. All data within
these reports is based on the EXIF data to each image including the geo-tag GPS / locations. The
reports DO NOT include any post data capture spatial, or image alterations.
This appendix includes the following within each report:




Survey data (image overlap) Figure
Camera location (Estimated camera location accuracy) Figure
DEM Figure

Figure 1. Example of removed camera residuals figure
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Chunk 1

Survey Data
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

79

Camera stations:

79

Flying altitude:

85.5797 m

Tie-points:

5431

Ground resolution:

0.00733877 m/pix

Projections:

21266

Coverage area:

0.00497985 sq km

Error:

0.745714 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (48 mm) 6016 x 4016 48 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (62 mm) 6016 x 4016 62 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (46 mm) 6016 x 4016 46 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (78 mm) 6016 x 4016 78 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No
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Chunk 1
Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (55 mm) 6016 x 4016 55 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (45 mm) 6016 x 4016 45 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 1

Camera Locations

3.40513 m
2.7241 m
2.04308 m
1.36205 m
0.681025 m
0m
-0.681025 m
-1.36205 m
-2.04308 m
-2.7241 m
-3.40513 m

Fig. 9. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
1.355862

0.760515

1.640415

2.260024

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 1

Digital Elevation Model

24.461 m

1.83626 m

Fig. 10. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0293551 m/pix

Point density:

1160.47 points per sq m
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Chunk 2

Survey Data
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

68

Flying altitude:

126.987 m

Tie-points:

4145

Ground resolution:

0.00921487 m/pix

Projections:

16616

Coverage area:

0.00822582 sq km

Error:

1.24119 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

Precalibrated

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 2

Camera Locations

1.36159 m
1.08928 m
0.816957 m
0.544638 m
0.272319 m
0m
-0.272319 m
-0.544638 m
-0.816957 m
-1.08928 m
-1.36159 m

Fig. 3. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
4.060090

1.069745

0.461667

4.223958

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 2

Digital Elevation Model

15.7235 m

-0.0512807 m

Fig. 4. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0368595 m/pix

Point density:

736.04 points per sq m
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Chunk 3

Survey Data
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

69

Flying altitude:

115.322 m

Tie-points:

4851

Ground resolution:

0.00791111 m/pix

Projections:

20328

Coverage area:

0.00780121 sq km

Error:

0.772484 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

Precalibrated

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 3

Camera Locations

1.64693 m
1.31755 m
0.98816 m
0.658773 m
0.329387 m
0m
-0.329387 m
-0.658773 m
-0.98816 m
-1.31755 m
-1.64693 m

Fig. 3. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
0.610894

1.049541

0.644995

1.375044

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 3

Digital Elevation Model

26.9118 m

2.52096 m

Fig. 4. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0316444 m/pix

Point density:

998.632 points per sq m
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Chunk 4

Survey Data
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

58

Flying altitude:

97.3193 m

Tie-points:

407701

Ground resolution:

0.00700424 m/pix

Projections:

1130739

Coverage area:

0.00414442 sq km

Error:

0.381325 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

Precalibrated

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 4

Camera Locations

1.49583 m
1.19666 m
0.897498 m
0.598332 m
0.299166 m
0m
-0.299166 m
-0.598332 m
-0.897498 m
-1.19666 m
-1.49583 m

Fig. 3. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
0.825935

0.944679

0.650061

1.413212

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 4

Digital Elevation Model

25.5677 m

3.82272 m

Fig. 4. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.028017 m/pix

Point density:

1273.96 points per sq m
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

60

Flying altitude:

106.764 m

Tie-points:

5889

Ground resolution:

0.00768947 m/pix

Projections:

27138

Coverage area:

0.00452555 sq km

Error:

0.814086 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

Precalibrated

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 5

Camera Locations

1.32911 m
1.06329 m
0.797465 m
0.531644 m
0.265822 m
0m
-0.265822 m
-0.531644 m
-0.797465 m
-1.06329 m
-1.32911 m

Fig. 3. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
1.153279

1.200713

0.467782

1.729330

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 5

Digital Elevation Model

29.8951 m

2.49786 m

Fig. 4. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0307579 m/pix

Point density:

1057.03 points per sq m
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

69

Flying altitude:

126.999 m

Tie-points:

5453

Ground resolution:

0.00963321 m/pix

Projections:

25024

Coverage area:

0.00702347 sq km

Error:

0.780042 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (68 mm) 6016 x 4016 68 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (32 mm) 6016 x 4016 32 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (55 mm) 6016 x 4016 55 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 6

Camera Locations

1.4767 m
1.18136 m
0.886022 m
0.590681 m
0.295341 m
0m
-0.295341 m
-0.590681 m
-0.886022 m
-1.18136 m
-1.4767 m

Fig. 6. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
0.864585

0.996617

0.565539

1.435475

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 6

Digital Elevation Model

59.1351 m

9.88314 m

Fig. 7. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0385328 m/pix

Point density:

673.501 points per sq m
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Chunk 7

Survey Data
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

69

Flying altitude:

138.58 m

Tie-points:

6821

Ground resolution:

0.012956 m/pix

Projections:

33819

Coverage area:

0.0153933 sq km

Error:

0.931381 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (55 mm) 6016 x 4016 55 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (24 mm) 6016 x 4016 24 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (62 mm) 6016 x 4016 62 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No
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Chunk 7
Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (58 mm) 6016 x 4016 58 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (68 mm) 6016 x 4016 68 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (32 mm) 6016 x 4016 32 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 7

Camera Locations

1.58184 m
1.26547 m
0.949103 m
0.632735 m
0.316368 m
0m
-0.316368 m
-0.632735 m
-0.949103 m
-1.26547 m
-1.58184 m

Fig. 9. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
1.469982

1.224483

0.542708

1.988652

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 7

Digital Elevation Model

58.1864 m

3.78861 m

Fig. 10. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.051824 m/pix

Point density:

372.339 points per sq m
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

69

Flying altitude:

158.419 m

Tie-points:

6763

Ground resolution:

0.0122288 m/pix

Projections:

30205

Coverage area:

0.0229806 sq km

Error:

0.891444 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (58 mm) 6016 x 4016 58 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (62 mm) 6016 x 4016 62 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 8

Camera Locations

1.58166 m
1.26533 m
0.948998 m
0.632666 m
0.316333 m
0m
-0.316333 m
-0.632666 m
-0.948998 m
-1.26533 m
-1.58166 m

Fig. 5. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
1.409327

1.499467

0.605233

2.144973

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 8

Digital Elevation Model

53.0675 m

2.62209 m

Fig. 6. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.048915 m/pix

Point density:

417.942 points per sq m
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

70

Flying altitude:

168.221 m

Tie-points:

5359

Ground resolution:

0.0120382 m/pix

Projections:

32383

Coverage area:

0.0130811 sq km

Error:

0.862833 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

Precalibrated

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 9

Camera Locations

2.69748 m
2.15799 m
1.61849 m
1.07899 m
0.539497 m
0m
-0.539497 m
-1.07899 m
-1.61849 m
-2.15799 m
-2.69748 m

Fig. 3. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
0.852067

0.875885

0.956156

1.551589

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 9

Digital Elevation Model

81.7509 m

20.6593 m

Fig. 4. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0481529 m/pix

Point density:

431.275 points per sq m
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

68

Flying altitude:

248.996 m

Tie-points:

5168

Ground resolution:

0.0180382 m/pix

Projections:

33504

Coverage area:

0.016164 sq km

Error:

0.88131 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

Precalibrated

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 10

Camera Locations

2.66439 m
2.13151 m
1.59863 m
1.06576 m
0.532878 m
0m
-0.532878 m
-1.06576 m
-1.59863 m
-2.13151 m
-2.66439 m

Fig. 3. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
1.261623

0.760524

0.764681

1.659767

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 10

Digital Elevation Model

96.3801 m

15.3233 m

Fig. 4. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0721528 m/pix

Point density:

192.085 points per sq m
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

70

Flying altitude:

257.232 m

Tie-points:

4231

Ground resolution:

0.0191577 m/pix

Projections:

29730

Coverage area:

0.0162072 sq km

Error:

0.988346 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (24 mm) 6016 x 4016 24 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (72 mm) 6016 x 4016 72 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (70 mm) 6016 x 4016 70 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 11

Camera Locations

1.72461 m
1.37969 m
1.03477 m
0.689846 m
0.344923 m
0m
-0.344923 m
-0.689846 m
-1.03477 m
-1.37969 m
-1.72461 m

Fig. 6. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
1.312181

1.016339

0.655427

1.784474

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 11

Digital Elevation Model

76.0164 m

6.22192 m

Fig. 7. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.076631 m/pix

Point density:

170.291 points per sq m
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Survey Data
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

70

Flying altitude:

236.775 m

Tie-points:

3831

Ground resolution:

0.0176794 m/pix

Projections:

27289

Coverage area:

0.00973844 sq km

Error:

0.82291 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (72 mm) 6016 x 4016 72 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (70 mm) 6016 x 4016 70 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 12

Camera Locations

1.68106 m
1.34485 m
1.00864 m
0.672425 m
0.336212 m
0m
-0.336212 m
-0.672425 m
-1.00864 m
-1.34485 m
-1.68106 m

Fig. 5. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
1.202231

1.311683

0.619636

1.884097

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 12

Digital Elevation Model

66.6231 m

3.06848 m

Fig. 6. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0707176 m/pix

Point density:

199.961 points per sq m
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

68

Flying altitude:

252.762 m

Tie-points:

4154

Ground resolution:

0.0152118 m/pix

Projections:

20141

Coverage area:

0.00622659 sq km

Error:

0.730109 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

Precalibrated

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 13

Camera Locations

2.66103 m
2.12883 m
1.59662 m
1.06441 m
0.532206 m
0m
-0.532206 m
-1.06441 m
-1.59662 m
-2.12883 m
-2.66103 m

Fig. 3. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
2.649888

1.292368

0.763603

3.045523

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 13

Digital Elevation Model

44.0197 m

-6.58806 m

Fig. 4. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.060847 m/pix

Point density:

270.098 points per sq m
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Chunk 14

Survey Data
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

37

Flying altitude:

178.51 m

Tie-points:

3103

Ground resolution:

0.0106991 m/pix

Projections:

10489

Coverage area:

0.00875794 sq km

Error:

0.604181 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

Precalibrated

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 14

Camera Locations

0.894374 m
0.715499 m
0.536624 m
0.357749 m
0.178875 m
0m
-0.178875 m
-0.357749 m
-0.536624 m
-0.715499 m
-0.894374 m

Fig. 3. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
0.742778

0.708986

0.404024

1.103456

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 14

Digital Elevation Model

36.7504 m

4.34483 m

Fig. 4. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0427966 m/pix

Point density:

545.986 points per sq m
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Chunk 15

Survey Data
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

67

Flying altitude:

195.728 m

Tie-points:

4400

Ground resolution:

0.014217 m/pix

Projections:

18129

Coverage area:

0.0145482 sq km

Error:

0.724971 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (48 mm) 6016 x 4016 48 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 15

Camera Locations

0.941136 m
0.752909 m
0.564682 m
0.376455 m
0.188227 m
0m
-0.188227 m
-0.376455 m
-0.564682 m
-0.752909 m
-0.941136 m

Fig. 4. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
1.138514

1.302904

0.475695

1.794453

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 15

Digital Elevation Model

47.9105 m

4.1595 m

Fig. 5. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0568682 m/pix

Point density:

309.216 points per sq m
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Chunk 16

Survey Data
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

70

Flying altitude:

222.361 m

Tie-points:

10406

Ground resolution:

0.0159586 m/pix

Projections:

64479

Coverage area:

0.00923619 sq km

Error:

0.69712 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

Precalibrated

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 16

Camera Locations

1.65859 m
1.32687 m
0.995151 m
0.663434 m
0.331717 m
0m
-0.331717 m
-0.663434 m
-0.995151 m
-1.32687 m
-1.65859 m

Fig. 3. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
1.220264

0.774527

0.872780

1.688396

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 16

Digital Elevation Model

58.8202 m

4.7261 m

Fig. 4. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0638344 m/pix

Point density:

245.409 points per sq m
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Chunk 17

Survey Data
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

70

Flying altitude:

297.305 m

Tie-points:

3772

Ground resolution:

0.0205938 m/pix

Projections:

27844

Coverage area:

0.0134683 sq km

Error:

0.815988 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

Precalibrated

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 17

Camera Locations

2.94297 m
2.35438 m
1.76578 m
1.17719 m
0.588594 m
0m
-0.588594 m
-1.17719 m
-1.76578 m
-2.35438 m
-2.94297 m

Fig. 3. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
1.089366

1.000369

0.743936

1.655566

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 17

Digital Elevation Model

123.28 m

19.3061 m

Fig. 4. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.082375 m/pix

Point density:

147.37 points per sq m
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

69

Flying altitude:

346.4 m

Tie-points:

846272

Ground resolution:

0.0246422 m/pix

Projections:

3279831

Coverage area:

0.0144007 sq km

Error:

0.550623 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (70 mm) 6016 x 4016 70 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 18

Camera Locations

3.14967 m
2.51973 m
1.8898 m
1.25987 m
0.629933 m
0m
-0.629933 m
-1.25987 m
-1.8898 m
-2.51973 m
-3.14967 m

Fig. 4. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
1.169924

1.181623

0.699118

1.803807

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 18

Digital Elevation Model

71.2073 m

-5.43108 m

Fig. 5. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0985687 m/pix

Point density:

102.925 points per sq m
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

70

Flying altitude:

246.113 m

Tie-points:

4821

Ground resolution:

0.0183601 m/pix

Projections:

30403

Coverage area:

0.0132552 sq km

Error:

0.847823 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (70 mm) 6016 x 4016 70 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (58 mm) 6016 x 4016 58 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 19

Camera Locations

3.66093 m
2.92875 m
2.19656 m
1.46437 m
0.732186 m
0m
-0.732186 m
-1.46437 m
-2.19656 m
-2.92875 m
-3.66093 m

Fig. 5. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
1.178005

1.379419

0.940665

2.043365

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 19

Digital Elevation Model

70.3603 m

-5.24254 m

Fig. 6. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0734403 m/pix

Point density:

185.409 points per sq m
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Chunk 20

Survey Data
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

68

Flying altitude:

147.203 m

Tie-points:

6424

Ground resolution:

0.0119821 m/pix

Projections:

31950

Coverage area:

0.0101077 sq km

Error:

0.733687 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (58 mm) 6016 x 4016 58 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (56 mm) 6016 x 4016 56 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 20

Camera Locations

1.99103 m
1.59283 m
1.19462 m
0.796413 m
0.398206 m
0m
-0.398206 m
-0.796413 m
-1.19462 m
-1.59283 m
-1.99103 m

Fig. 5. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
0.906063

1.037406

0.819108

1.602529

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 20

Digital Elevation Model

56.2841 m

-1.45619 m

Fig. 6. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0479285 m/pix

Point density:

435.324 points per sq m
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

34

Flying altitude:

132.577 m

Tie-points:

4727

Ground resolution:

0.0089919 m/pix

Projections:

20272

Coverage area:

0.00295144 sq km

Error:

0.72804 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (48 mm) 6016 x 4016 48 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 21

Camera Locations

1.33791 m
1.07033 m
0.802745 m
0.535163 m
0.267582 m
0m
-0.267582 m
-0.535163 m
-0.802745 m
-1.07033 m
-1.33791 m

Fig. 4. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
0.827851

0.849024

0.624152

1.340054

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 21

Digital Elevation Model

42.3015 m

-5.44415 m

Fig. 5. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0359676 m/pix

Point density:

772.995 points per sq m
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Chunk 22
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

70

Camera stations:

66

Flying altitude:

176.306 m

Tie-points:

6675

Ground resolution:

0.0127622 m/pix

Projections:

25194

Coverage area:

0.00810222 sq km

Error:

0.968408 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (52 mm) 6016 x 4016 52 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (55 mm) 6016 x 4016 55 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (24 mm) 6016 x 4016 24 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No
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Chunk 22
Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (48 mm) 6016 x 4016 48 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (36 mm) 6016 x 4016 36 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 22

Camera Locations

23.4815 m
18.7852 m
14.0889 m
9.39262 m
4.69631 m
0m
-4.69631 m
-9.39262 m
-14.0889 m
-18.7852 m
-23.4815 m

Fig. 8. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
4.254262

2.545418

1.631878

5.219284

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 22

Digital Elevation Model

37.4496 m

-26.7468 m

Fig. 9. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0510486 m/pix

Point density:

383.736 points per sq m
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

69

Camera stations:

69

Flying altitude:

226.828 m

Tie-points:

5327

Ground resolution:

0.0151691 m/pix

Projections:

28282

Coverage area:

0.0124965 sq km

Error:

0.992682 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (48 mm) 6016 x 4016 48 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (36 mm) 6016 x 4016 36 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 23

Camera Locations

2.31438 m
1.8515 m
1.38863 m
0.925751 m
0.462875 m
0m
-0.462875 m
-0.925751 m
-1.38863 m
-1.8515 m
-2.31438 m

Fig. 5. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
2.587144

1.472872

1.035934

3.152115

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 23

Digital Elevation Model

45.1394 m

-10.9055 m

Fig. 6. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0606766 m/pix

Point density:

271.617 points per sq m
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Chunk 24

Survey Data
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

77

Camera stations:

50

Flying altitude:

144.251 m

Tie-points:

5007

Ground resolution:

0.00966138 m/pix

Projections:

21439

Coverage area:

0.00658532 sq km

Error:

0.799944 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

Precalibrated

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Chunk 24

Camera Locations

5.68329 m
4.54663 m
3.40997 m
2.27331 m
1.13666 m
0m
-1.13666 m
-2.27331 m
-3.40997 m
-4.54663 m
-5.68329 m

Fig. 3. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
5.543439

3.416239

1.415355

6.663606

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Chunk 24

Digital Elevation Model

31.6424 m

-7.27673 m

Fig. 4. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0386455 m/pix

Point density:

669.579 points per sq m
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Control site with large site images
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Fig. 1. Camera locations and image overlap.
Number of images:

378

Camera stations:

339

Flying altitude:

40.5751 m

Tie-points:

17392

Ground resolution:

0.00656688 m/pix

Projections:

70131

Coverage area:

0.0106424 sq km

Error:

0.982527 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (17 mm) 6016 x 4016 17 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (35 mm) 6016 x 4016 35 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (17 mm) 4016 x 6016 17 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (32 mm) 6016 x 4016 32 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No
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Control site with large site images
Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length Pixel Size

Precalibrated

NIKON D610 (35 mm) 4016 x 6016 35 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (28 mm) 6016 x 4016 28 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (25 mm) 6016 x 4016 25 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (26 mm) 6016 x 4016 26 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (20 mm) 6016 x 4016 20 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

NIKON D610 (85 mm) 6016 x 4016 85 mm

5.9701 x 5.9701 um No

Table. 1. Cameras.
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Control site with large site images

Camera Locations

30.7078 m
24.5662 m
18.4247 m
12.2831 m
6.14156 m
0m
-6.14156 m
-12.2831 m
-18.4247 m
-24.5662 m
-30.7078 m

Fig. 12. Camera locations and error estimates.
Z error is represented by ellipse color. X,Y errors are represented by ellipse shape.
Estimated camera locations are marked with a black dot.

X error (m) Y error (m) Z error (m) Total error (m)
2.750417

2.652003

4.977149

6.274545

Table. 2. Average camera location error.
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Control site with large site images

Digital Elevation Model

38.2452 m

-0.268006 m

Fig. 13. Reconstructed digital elevation model.
Resolution:

0.0262675 m/pix

Point density:

1449.31 points per sq m
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Appendix 6
Master Chunk Model
Master chunk is presented as a 3D PDF.
This model was built within Agisoft Photoscan.
This model has not been textured.
Externally accessible.
Adobe flash player is required for viewing.
The Master chunk is built from the entirety of the data set collected in Chapter 4 using low settings.
This Model is NOT representative of the quality of models used for interpretations within this study.
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Appendix 7
Large Site project work space
Is formatted as a PhotoScan Project File (.psz).
Externally accessible.
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Appendix 8
Small Model 3D PDF’s
Small chunks presented as a 3D PDF’s.
Models were built within Agisoft Photoscan.
These modes have a negligible texture to allow for export.
Should be treated as mesh representations of Chunk sections found within Appendix 7.
Externally accessible.
Adobe flash player is required for viewing.
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